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Cheney Sewage System Termed 'Inadequate'
By SUSAN MURPHY ·
Stiff Writer

Cheney's present system of sewage is gradually
becoming inadequate for the needs of the growing city
and college, said Dr. Frank Nicol, biology department
chairman.
Cheney presently has four lagoons, two west of the
Spokane, Portland and Seattle Railway tracks and two
east of the SP&S tracks, for sewage disposal. The
lagoons, southeast of Cheney, put 100,000 gallons of water
per day into the soil. The rest of the water evaporates or
runs through a chlorina tor and into the stream adjacent
to the SP&S tracks. This water eventually settles in the
Mar~hall sl_ough and pollutes it.
The main problem, said Nicol, is what happens to the

Clint Hill

Clinton Hill, present executive
vice president took one step1Jp the
political ladder to become the new
Associated Student president, last
week , after two weeks of
campaigning.
Hill and his leading contender,
Jerry "Jogger" Bernhardt,
Pearce Hall president, gathered
last minute support on the eve of
elections as each paraded campus
streets in car caravans, collecting
chanting supporters.
HilJ lead the final elections with
735 votes to Bernhardt's 452. The
president-elect had carried the
primary elections with only nine
votes over Bernhardt.
Write-in candidate Al Sims, who
was third in the primaries,
maintained the same position in
the finals with 153 votes, while
Cheney's " dark-horse" contender,
Milhouse the donkey, strutted into
fourth place with 75 votes.
Milhouse , however, attained widespread acclaim as news of hi
candidacy reached the new wire
services.
Junior political science major
Bruce Ellis secured 91 l votes to
win the office of executive vice
president. His oppenent, Dave
Powledge, carried 487.
With an overwhelming lead, 1004
to 364 votes , Herb Jones,
Kinnickinick photographer, beat
Bill Kelley, present A. S.
treasurer, for the activities vice
president seat. The AVP-elect is a
radio-television major, as is his
opponent.
The new treasurer, Mark
Lobdell, topped opponent Tom
Boyd, 979 to 395. Lobdell is a
photographer for The Easterner
and a former Off CampusCommuter representative on
Council.
A total of 895 votes won Sue
Mercer the office of secretary.
Her oppenent Sharon Shermer
picked up 501.
The officers-elect will be sworn
in at the last A.S. Council meeting
~f spring quarter, in late May.
1,

Cashier Has
New ·Hours
The Cashier's Office in
Showalter Hall has new office
hours. From 8:15 a.m. to 12
noon and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. daily
is the new schedule.
By providing increased
cashiering change and
revolving fund services to
students, staff and faculty,
more time is needed to close
daily business transactions and
check funds prior to opening
the office.
Special additional office
hours are planned for preregistration,
regular
registration and payroll days.

•

100,000 gallons of water put into the soil. The lagoon
program was started without an adequate st,idy of rock
layers anll stratigraphy, the study of rock layers. There
is no evidence, said Nicol, that anything has been done to
determine the slope of the basalt layers below the soil. It
is important to know this slope as it determines the
direction of the water seepage flow, Nichol said.
The geography, geology, and biology departments have
requested a federal grant to make a study to determine
the kinds of rock formations underground.
They have asked for equipment to drill and , if possible,
trace the movement of the ~eepage from the lagoon to
see that it is not leaking into someone's water supply.
Cheney could be subject to legal action from indiv iduals
whose wells are in the vicinity of the Cheney lagoon
system and have become contaminated by the system.

IS

The odor eminated from the lagoons illustrates that
they are becoming overtaxed, said Nicol, but there is not
evidence yet of any blue-green algae indicating water
contamination.
Cheney's water comes from a granite valley under a
small lake near Four Lakes . With increased urbanization
in this area, the problem of t:1e underground water
supply will become critical, said Nicol. If more water is
needed, it will have to be piped from Spokane, as Spokane
appears to have an unlimited water supply from Lake
Pend Oreille.
" We do not know , though, how long this supply 'will
last," said Nicol.
The college is largely responsible for the sewage
problem, said Nicol, for without the college, the lagoons
would suffice the city. ·
(Continued on Page 5)

New · President-Ele·c t

,
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OFFICERS-ELECT of the Associated students display their pleasure elect; Herb Jones, activities vice president-elect; and Mark Lobdell,
of the election results announced at the nite-cap Thursday, culminating treasurer-elect. The new officers take up their duties at the last council
two weeks of campaigning. From left: Bruce Ellis, executive vice meeting of spring quarter.
president-elect; Clint Hill, president-elect; Sue Mercer, secretary-

Parade, Rally Will Support EW itCoaches
A parade and rally supporting
the coaching program at Eastern
will be held today at 11 a.m. at
Woodward Field.
Hastily organized Thursday by a
few athletes, a widespread
publicity campaign, complete
with petitions and television and
newspaper coverage in Spokane,
should assure a good turnout,
acco~ding to Greg Gavin ,
coordinator of the event.
Gavin, all-american small
college center in footba 11, stressed
that the rally is meant to support
the coaches' right to control their
own programs and has nothing to
do with the clenched fist issue, per
se, currently ·being bantered
around by the administration.
In a prepared statement to the
press, the rally organizers
expressed their position in this
manner:
"We su pport the athletic
department and specifically the
coaches. This is student effort
initiated , organized and
administrated solely by students.
" l. We support the right for
each department to administer its
own program in a manner that is
most advantageous to the students
and the goals of that department.
" 2. We request that the
administration make a decision in
this controversy based on the

wishes of the majority of the
students.
"3. We believe that the
implications are serious to all
students if a decision should go
against the majority.
"4'. We believe that the
indecision in this matter has
greatly tarnished the image of
Eastern and has made it less
attractive to superior high school
seniors and junior colle·ge
transfers.
"5. We believe that the
indecision in this matter has
clouded the future of Eastern
athletics, as the recruiting
program is at a standstill until a
decision is made.''
"The coaches' move to resign is
not an idle threat," added Gavin.
"We hope to emphasize the
seriousness of their intentions
with this rally and point out the
drastic consequences this could
have on the athletic program at
Eastern.
" We feel every department has
the right to run itself and make its
own decisions,'' said Gavin .
" Athletics cannot survive without
a coach-controlled program.
"This is definitely not a blackwhite issue," stated Gavin, " and
we don't want any hassle
concerning the clenched fist
problem. We realize we may be

From there the path wiil lead up
sticking our necks .out but this
past Dressler and Pearce · Halls,
something we believe in .''
bend
down past the SUB;and from
Gavin also disclaimed
sentiment that the rally is there to the front of Showalter,
be
primarily backed by the " jocks" wher~ several speakers ,
·
·
·
heard.
on campus, venturipg that there is
Football players Rick Rios, Ed
probably more 'non-athlete than
athlete support. .}:le cited the fact Fisher, Gavin and Coach 'Jim
that the campaign has received Northcott· were responsible for
the support of.' fraternities, dorms laying the groundwork . on this
and local m.e tchants, as well as campaign, and they w-ere joined
by approximately 60 stud~nts at an
that of the athletes.
organizational
meeting Fr.iday.
Today's para~e will form at
Peti
lions
soliciting
.su·p port were
Woodward Field at 11 this
morning and, with the school band circulated Friday and press
and cheerleaders at the head, will rele~ses were made public by
wind down past the Fieldhouse and Gavin at the Monday luncheon of
along 7th street past the new fine Sportswriters and Boradcasters in
arts building and Sutton Hall. Spokane.

will

Costly Campaigns, Vandals
Part ·of Election Scene
Thursday night's announcement
of Associated Students election
results ended three weeks of
costly camp~igning from (88
cents to $300 ) , extensive
vandalism of signs and posters,
and some tense feelings between
the candidate~ followers.
Clint Hill put·a dent in the theory
that the candidate who spends the

most money will be elected . Hill' s
total personal expenditures for
president were approxima tely
$152 to runner-up Jerry
Bernhardt's $240.
Hill, however , received
substantial support in the form of
donations : An airplane flight to
distribute flyers; 60 flares used in
(Continued on Page 5)
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MILHOUSE FORBIDDEN
Milhouse, the donkey who ran for
president of the Associated Students,
rec~ived 75 votes.
If you already knew that, it was not

because you went to the nite-cap
where they were to announce ALL of
the election results. A.S. President
Bob Van Schoorl conveniently forgot
to announce Milhouse' s votes.

Could it be Bobby was offended at
the thought that someone would dare
poke fun at HIS student government?
And specifically the office Bobby now
·holds? Heaven forbid!
Spokane newspapers, radio and

television stations, the . Associated
Press and United Press International
all saw the humor of the situation, but
Bobby's dignity was hurt, his pride
was wounded.

Never again can he face people and
look them straight in the eye like a
true·po.litician, never again will he be
able to speak to them with a clear
voice, knowing that somewhere out in
that cold, cruel world someone is
laughing at him.
How, indeed, Bobby, can anyone
make a mockery of student
government?

OREGON: CODE OF FREEDOM
ED. NOTE: The following is an
exerpt from the University of Oregon
Athletic Department Statement. In
view of the current controversy
between Eastern' s athletic
department and black athle.t es, The
Easterner editors feel it is beneficial
to all concerned to realize the actions
other universities have taken.

The Athletic Department firmly
believes in the principle that the
members of its squads are attending
the University of Oregon primarily to
obtain the best education possible,
and it urges its squad members to
keep their educational goals well in
mind and to work constantly toward
reaching those goals.

DO WE CARE?
.,,..

We're all hypocrites.
Yes, we, the collegians of America,
with all our ideals of honesty and
brotherhood, are hypocrites.
Here we are protesting industry for
polluting the air~ protesting cities for
polluting the water and protesting the
public for polluting the land. And
what are we doing? Exactly the same
thing.

He Took it

We are going to our ecology ralltes
saying pollution is ruining our world.
And then we are going out and ruining
it ourselves. Beer cans, cigarette
butts, candy wrappers.
Before we . can attack the
"establishment" we must abolish our
own hyprocrisy. 0~ do we really
care?

•
1n

The •••

The Ath!etic Department further
believes in the basic principles of the
human rights of the student athletes
in its programs.
The Athletic Department will not
discriminate agai_n st or infringe on
the exercise of these human rights
unless the exercise of such human
rights demonstrably interferes with
the orderly process by which the
Athletic Department fulfills its
functions.

In establishing rules, the Athletic
Department will avoid unnecessary
intrusion into the private lives of
student athletes,
including
interference with their social and
political activities.
The Athletic Department also
believes each student athlete should
be aware of the important
responsibilities which each accepts
when he becomes a member of a
University of Oregon team.
These consist of performing to the
best of his ability educationally and
athletically, contributing his best
efforts toward the success of his
team, conducting himself on and off
the field in a manner which reflects
credit to himself, his team, the total
athletic program and the University,
even though there will be times when
this will involve perso~al sacrifice
which might not be necessary if he
were not a student athlete.
APPEAL PROCEDURE
Violations of Athletic Department

..

policies established for a 11
intercollegiate sports, and of training
rules established by each head coach
· for individual sports, may result in
disciplinary action being taken by the
head coach, which may include
probation, or suspension, or dismissal
from the squad, or non-renewal of a
grant-in-aid scholarship at the next
renewal date. Any such disciplinary
action by a head coach is subject to
the following appeal procedures:
1) A representative student athlete
appeal committee within each sport.
Such committees will be established
at the beginning of each academic

'

year by each head coach . after
consultation with his assistant
coaches and all student athletes
involved in the sport. The student
athlete committee will consider and
render a judgment on all grievances
which a student athlete within each
sport may feel needs study and/ or
action.
2) Any student athlete who is not
satisfied with the decision made by
the student athlete committee, within
his sport may ask for a review by the
Athletic Director and has the right to
appeal the decision to the facultystudent Committee on Intercollegiate
Athletics. It is understood that any
student athlete who has a grievance
must first be heard and a decision
rendered by the student athlete
committee in his particular sport
before taking his appeal to the
Committee on Intercollegiate
Athletics. Findings of the student
athlete appeal committee will be
made available to the Committee on
Intercollegiate Athletics for
informational purposes in those cases
which come to the Committee on
Inter-collegiate Athletics.
3) The faculty-student Committee
on Intercollegiate Athletics, after
bearing an appeal from any decisions
of the student athletic committee
within the various sports, will render ·
a decision in the ·case. Appeal from
this decision is to the President of the
University.
CONDUCT

.. As students, athletes are subj~ct to
the University of Oregon Conduct
Code. As athletes they are subject to
training rules specified in writing for
each sport and given to each student
athlete at the time he joins the team.
Training rules will be directly related
to athletic training and performance.
Athletes are also subject to general
standards of behavior consistent with
their membership in an organized
group that represents the University
of Oregon to the public. Violations of
training rule or persistent behavior
that brings discredit to the University
of Oregon and its intercollegiate
athletic program may result in
discipl~nary action which may i,nclude
probation, suspe!}sion, or _dismissal
from the squad and subsequent loss of
G_rant-in-Aid Scholarship at the next
applicable renewal date.
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Uninspired Acting
Sullies Macbeth
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Lady Macbeth, obviously had the
necessary rhythm and timing for a
Shakespearean
play. But she too
William Shakespeare was
no
interpretation.
Lady
had
dusted off and revived last week in
Macbeth is, in an overused
Showalter Hall.
Technically speaking the play vulgarity, a social climber. She is
was adequate enough, in sports hard, pushy and slightly insane.
Miss Sauser seemed unwilling to
captivating; however, the acting
left something to be desired. let herself explode from within in
Congratulations are in order for my
very interesting and informative
There are several scenes within claiming her new position as
"Macbeth" which could queen. On the whole she had an
successor, Herb Jones, who not only
program put together by the sixth and
emphasize the dramatic ability of adequate performance, albeit sans·
won the office of AVP, but totally
seventh . We are hoping that this thing
Macbeth, Lady Macbeth, and in a energy., Merely repeating lines is
wiped out the opposition in the
won't be some sort of fad and fade by
small way, Macduff and his wife. no way to breathe life into a
character.
process.
Best
of
luck
next
year,
Herb.
the time you come back from spring
Unfortunately, these scenes, save
Perhaps
the
two
most
I
would
also,
at
this
time,
like
to
vacation because the problem is quite
one, caine through with the same
interesting
performances
came
uninspired
acting
that
express my gratitude to all those who
serious.
from
James
Donner
and
Thomas
characterized the entire play.
worked so long and hard in the great
I remember the response to my
The one notable exception was Peterson.
uphill battle to my glorious defeat.
other article on · pollution was quite
As the porter Donner provided
the banquet scene in which
intense so I suppose the best way to
Banquo, ably presented by James the post-murder comic relief. His
••••
psyche you up about this thing is to
Eaton, appears in an apparition part calls for rustles of laughter
In the things to do category, you
and
they
were
from
the
audience
while Macbeth celebrates bis
relate a few more of the gruesome
not long in coming. However,
should st.art looking around and
ascension to the Scottish throne.
facts about this whole problem.
thinking about who should get our
Larry Hunt, as Macbeth, did an there ls a fine point between
Facts and Predictions : 140
admirable job here as he now and urging an audience to laugh and
Fickle Finger (or , more
BILLION tons of carbon monoxide
again visualized the ghost of forcing them. Toward the end of
·appropriately, Green Thumb) Award
bis
bit,
Donner
perhaps
and contaminants added to our air
Banquo. Without the aid of highly
for putting the repulsive pollution into
overplayed
a
little
too
much,
but
it
each
year. . . .8.2 million pounds of
professional apparatuses to
Spokane
County.
to
see
someone
respond
was
nice
actually reproduce Banquo's
carbon monoxide released by cars in
ghost, Hunt literally led the to the audience.
We will make the selection from the
New York City alone EACH DAY .. .
The other commendation goes to
audience by the nose until the
nominees on April 7, to wrap up our
.700,000,000 pounds of pesticides used
scene was complete. Rarely has Peterson solely for his mellifluous
two-day seminar on Environmental
each year . . . .500 million pounds of
an actor done such a fine job in a voice. Scenes which were
hopelessly
ridiculed
by
the
lack
of
Quality, and make the formal
solid waste pouring into U.S.
dramatic suspension of disbelief
actors
support
from
supporting
presentation, on national
waterways each day . ...400 acres of
at Eastern since Fred Holbert
absconded with the audience's were saved if not brought to life
~nvironmental Action Day, April 22.
California land paved over each day.
imagination in "Caligula" two simply by his voice. He has a stage
The person nominating the winning
Some of those things are pretty
voice but, unfortunately no stage
years ago.
polluter will take part in the ·
scary, and they aren' t going to get
"Macbeth" surprisingly and presence.
where
his
voice
carried
Happily,
presentation amid much fanfare and
any better unless we understand the
tastefully opened with Richard
him
through
little
or
no
staging
press
coverage.
situation and DO something about it.
Strauss'
"Also
Spake
Z a r a t b r us t ra ' ' ,
w b i c h· was required; however, when
Sa far plans for teach-in here at
One last thing for all you Eighth of
immediately lends itself to any movement was needed he burst
Eastern
are
going
well
and
things
are
May fans-there are 3. 7 babies born
monumental or supernatural the bubble of disbelief. Scenes are
starting
to
click.
We
should
have
a
every second.
endeavor. But what followed was not so rigidly blocked that the
actor
cannot
inject
some
kind
of
another tired interpretation.
The famous three witches of personal characterization.
Acting aside, one can speak of
bubble-bubble-toil-and-trouble
the
technical theatre in a more
notoriety are the first to appear in
sanguine
aspect. This writer's
a cast which would rival a
The Match, a five member Spokane Indian Communit y trouble, because no one can get
mind
and
eyes
were boggled at the
Charleton Heston extravaganza.
together that way," said Jerry
singing group, will perform at Center.
The witches are to provide not prospect of a single set for the
Brown,
a member of the group.
Kennedy Pavilion Sunday, March
The Indian Center is a delegate
only a setting for the r-est of the whole play. One was forced , and it
The
group
appeared at Eastern
8, in a benefit performance for the agency of the Spokane Community
play, but also to give impetus to is necessary to be forced
last fall. Although the y are not
Action Council.
sometime's, to
use one's
Macbeth.
The Match, whose music places nationa lly known yet they said
rhey sounded, when one could imagination during the many
emphasis on social commentary, they hope their appearances in
distinguish exactly what they scene changes.
is appearing at the Spokane House differe nt communities will help.
The direction of the play left
were saying, like wet matches
and will be there for about one " There is a need to reach people
scrapped against a non-strikable hardly an inch untouched on the
a nd bring them together. In each
more week.
surface; the spark to ignite set, thereby maintaing the
"Certainly there is a crying community we go into we try to
interest of the audience and
Macbeth was missing.
need
to bring to the attention of participate in community life . In a
. Susie Sauser, who portrayed averting possible boredom due to
Vacation
between
quarters
the public who the Indians really way it' s a selfish poi nt of view. It
an uninterrupted performance.
will last approximately one
are," said Marshal Smith, makes us feel that what we a re
Secondly, the visual effects of
week as spring quarter classes
doing as entertainers has a
spokesman for the group.
the flashes of light from the hands
·
start
Tuesday,
March
24.
" We don' t mean just to show the purpose," said one member.
of the witches rudely reawakened
The official end of winter
Tickets are on sale at the Indian
history book image but let people
interest. The witches are
quarter
is
Friday,
March
13,
know of their culture and the Center, N. 1007 Columbus, and at
supernatural, why can't they have
the end of finals week.
positive things they are doing. We . door. The donation will be $1 for
powers which will fntimidate, if
As usual, the real length of
are also attempting to raise students and $2.50 for adults.
not hurt, our senses,?
vacation for individual students
A computer system for
money because many things in the
Finally, a word for the fog
depends on how finals week
analyzing the costs of building
Indian
Center aren' t funded ," said
machines. These machines were
BE WELL
schedule works for them. Some
maintenance over a four-year
Smith.
used to cast an ungodly air about
students will be finished for the
period has been developed here for
All members of the group 11 "SUITED"
the stage. Without them most of
quarter early in the week.
use in all six of the state coll'eges
agreed it is more important to try
the effect of the play would be
The final exam schedule is as
and universities.
to bring people together in a
missing.
It is almost
·FOR SPRING ...
follows:
"The system was distributed to
p;}sitive manner than just "going
embarrassing to note the
Monday, March 9--Morning:
systems personnel for . all state difficulty the drama department
out and demonstrating or causing
Visit our suit department and
7:40 classes; afternoon: 11:40
colleges and universities Friday,
met with when they requested
classes.
said Wade Harris, data processing
see Springs newest and most
more funds from the A. S. Finance
Tuesday, March IO-manager.
Uesigned to provide college committee. Also noteworthy is the
Morning:
12:40 classes;
elaborate collection of fashbudget and physical plant fact that the machines were handafternoon: 10:40 classes.
Associated Men Stude nt ' s
ions including two and three
personnel with cost projection built by the drama students
Wednesday, March 11-themselves.
Technically
speaking
was
ratified
revised
constitution
figures for a four-year period, the
Morning
8:40 classes;
piece suits, pant suits and
in a campus election Monday, said
system was developed by Roland this play was not lacking energy or
afternoon: I : 40,classes.
ingenuity.
Paul Beatty, AMS secre tary.
Taylor, systems analyst.
Thursday, March 12 -body conscious costumes, all
It
is
a
shame,
on
the
other
hand,
The new constitution, accepted
"The objective of the system is
Morning:
9: 40 classes;
by an 84 to eight vote , changed
in well defined colors as
to figure the accumulated total that the drama department must
afternoon: 3:40 classes.
choose
either
rather
simple
plays,
from
weekly
to
every
meetings
square feet of buildings currently
Friday, March 13-Morning:
bright and fresh as springs
although
no
play
is
purely
other week and consolidated the
in use and projected over the next
2:ff classes. No final exams
positions of publicity agent and
'two bienniums," Harris said. "simple," or extremely
first crocus. Do stop in soon
Friday afternoon.
cumbersome
plays
to
present
to
activities
chairman.
"From there it calculates
All morning exams la st from
.
and let us show you a pre8:40 to 10:38. Afternoon finals
replacement costs based on the the students. And this is in no way
physical plant replacement cost disparaging, but one wonders if
are from 1:40 to 3:30.
view of Spring '701
index, including increased costs the drama department ls not sure
For students who must stay
on campus during the break,
for such things as a~r conditioning of its x-amount of talent, or the
SUITS,
and evening use and adjusting interests of the mass aduience.
one dormitory will remain open
Perhaps an into - and
Downtown , Second Floor
at a rate of $1.50 a night.
costs for times when the buildings
24 HOUR CALL
extrospective
look might serve us
are not in use."
Reservation must be made
Northtown, Upper Level
I
Reasonable Airport and
Developed at the request of all a little better. Whatever is
through the director of the
I
Downtown Rate,
Dennis Curry, director of the State found, kudos are due to the
dorm.
Inter-Institutional Business attempt, the try, at theatre .
321 First St. Cheney
No dining facilities are
I
Studies In Olympia, the system Failing or succeeding, the attempt
provided as Tawanka
NEED A RIDE - CAU. US
was designed using Eastern's new is most important; "Macbeth"
Commons is closed during
Dow ntow n-Northtown
Bill Gaunt
,,
RCA Spectra 70-45 computer was an attempt which in its own
vacation periods.
235-6005
way is a success.
system.

By DARRELL SCHULZE
Contributing Writer

'Match' Benefits Indians

. •'

Oua rter Break
Only AWeek

Computer Tells
Up-Keep·Costs

AMS Revises
Constitution

NEW CAB

SERVICE

I

THE CRESCENT

I

'.
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Drop-Add Charges to Drop
If Student Proposal OK'd

Proposed changes for drop-add
procedures would, if pa ssed by the
Board of Trustee~eliminate the $1
service charge now in effect add a
$5 charge for late course changes
· and extend the drop-add time to
five days, instead of the present
three day schedule.
Edward Woodell , senior
business major, presented his
proposal to Associated Students
Council Wednesday, · saying it
would also be presented tomorrow
to the Undergraduate Affairs
Council, of which he is a member.
The $5 late charge has alr~ady
b~en suggested and passed by the
Undergraduate Affiars Council
and now awaits further action by
the Board. If passed, it would
apply to any schedule changes
after the end of the scheduled
drop-add time.
. Registrar Don Manson said
later he would not be opposed to
the fee changes, but it would not
be possible to lengthen the time.
While Manson agreed three days
CLINT HILL, Associated Students president-elect, surveys the remains of his office after exhuberant are not enough, he said enrollment
support~rs of his campaign helped celebrate his victory. Hill is currently A.S. executive vice-president and figures had to be into Olympia too
will assume his new duties at the end of the academic year.
early to allow for an additional
two days.
He
said
a
proposed
computerized tallying system
already under consideration,
would not be in operation early
housekeeping. They said they enough to make the change this
Four beds in a two-bedroom areas for intramural sports,
believed that noise control is fhe year.
reduction ,
apartment with private study exercise-weight
Even after it is put into
college's responsibility.
areas is the type of accomodation handiwork and the frequency
In the area of kitchens and meal operation, however, there will be
most students prefer, according to which a student participate in
preparation, half of the students problems . "Ed Woodell is
a housing survey taken fall these activities. The four most
would eat in the Tawanka presupposing," Manson said, "the
desired activities , including
quarter.
Commons even if a kitchen was registrar will have pre-emption
The survey, conducted by saunas and exercise facilities, are
rights on the computer. If our
available in their apartment.
Environmental Design Associates those which require physical
schedule
collided with, say, a
When asked if they preferred a
of Spokane, employed by the space.
payroll,
we
would be in trouble."
tub or shower it appeared that
Regarding responsibility for
college to prepare a master plan
The proposal still must go
overall a shower is desired two to
of the college at 12,000 students, administration of various rules
before
the Board of Trustees after
one.
found that most students surveyed was put to the students, the
successful
passage of the
Students questioned favored
agreed that the
wanted two beds per room , and majority
television in the apartment by two Undergraduate Affairs Council.
living and dining room :, for four individual student should be
In other A.S. Council action, the
to
one.
responsible
for
apartment
people.
According to Jack Quin.n.
housing manager, 183 students
were questioned. These included
all types of students, male and
female, on campus and off, upper
division and lower division. single
Eastern students who are for trips to such r.,laces as skating the students were given points on
and married.
The survey was part of considering a primary educational rinks, movies and parks," said a group basis and rewarded with
Enviornmental Design's work on teaching career were provided Walker.
student chosen group activities.
The second method in the (3) Experiment transferal. This
the campus mater plan and will be with a new method of dealing with
used as a basis for planning future " deviant" or " problem " children program was called social consisted in transf ering the
housing construction. According Monday night in Kennedy Library reinforcement. This consisted of atmosphere of the experimental
the teacher's overt expressions of classroom, including the use of all
to Kenneth Kennedy, director of Auditorium .
an
estimated
50
In
a
speech
to
approval. "The teachers of the materials such as teaching
planning and development,
apparently no more dormitory- people, Dr . .Hill W. Walker, co- reinforced good behavior with a aids and timers used for
type structures will be built as a director of the University of show of interest such as a evaluation of attentiOIJ span.
Oregon's research program on .reassuring smile or pat on the
result of the survey's findings.
Of these three methods, the peer
Questions
concerning deviant behavior in children said, back ," said Dr. Walker.
control method worked the best.
The third technique consisted of The children helped the deviant
relaxation
en tertai nmen t, " We selected the six most deviant
activity and meal preparation children in the Eugene school adversive control. According to chilq, and if he was receptive he
area. These children, because of a the 30-year-old-educator, this was became somewhat of a hero
were also asked in the survey.
The student response suggested tendency to fight, to defy their essentially an attempt to modify . because the class could'
that small, intimate areas for six teachers , or other such disruptive deviancy by suspending the participate in group activities that
to twenty students would be classroom 'antics,' were 'driving student for one day for fighting or they enjoyed.
.
"bad language," Ile had to make
prefered for light reading, the teachers up the wall.' "
During a question-answer
" The original six children were up his work before he could come period following his speech,
conversation with dates,
relaxation at a fireplace and probably worse off when they left back into the program. For minor Walker said, "At this juncture, the
us," said Dr. Walker. He infractions such as throwing "spit- program has been successful. We
limited television viewing.
A larger hall for group activities explained that before they could balls~' the student was .taken to a hope to turn our attention to the
would also be needed, according to find a workable program, a "time-out" room, according to home atmoshphere of the student
variety of experimental Walker. While he was in the room, in the future. Fully half of these
the results of the survey.
The survey also covered activity procedures with the six children neither he or the students were kids come from broken or miltiple
were carried out in an given any points.
homes. "
''The program worked well the
experimental classroom.
The program, which was first year·," said Walker,
decided on after five and one half "However, as soon as the children
months, consisted of three were returned to their original
behavorial changing techniques schools, many of them. returned to
their deviant behavior.'' .
according to Walker.
"In order to ' bridge the gap'
The first technique utilized was
Tom Miller was elected
called token reinforcement. In this between the educational lab and
president and Bruce Ainslie viceteachnique, points could be earned the conventional classroom, there
president of the newly chartered
for exhibiting behavor that was were three methods developed,"
Spelunking Club of Eastern.
conducive to the learning process. said Dr. Walker. The three
Others elected to the executive Ill addition to earning free time methods were: (1) Teacher
council, said Miller, were: Bill for ~laying educational games, knowledge . This entailed
Van Cleve, secretary; Bob Stange,
reading and play periods, the ex.plaining to the teachers in the
research chairman ;. and Roger students could earn money on a conventional classrooms how they
Ottmar, representative.
point basis. They could then could modify deviant behavio·r
The Spelunking Club, whose purchase such things as model through the principles established
name is a corrupted form of the airplanes, boats and baseballs.
in the experiment. (2) Peer
Latin "spelunka'' meaning
control.
The " normal" students in
After five or six weeks, the
"cave," is composed of members · children would be introduced to a the class were encouraged to help
who thrill at exploring caves.
group reinforcement procedure. in maintaining the former
· Interested parties. should ' 'The children worked together for deviant's newly ~acquired
contact Miller at 235-6779.
group points that would provide constructive behavior. In return,

Survey Results

Back

Educator Speaks On Deviancy

Miller Picked
Top Speluriker

All College Senate was discussed,
with Council again affirming its
wish for equal student-faculty
rep re sen ta tion .

The se nate , a proposed
governing body for both faculty
and student affairs, would have
given faculty members an
advantage in numbers if passed as
requested by the Faculty Senate.
Council also re-endoresed Dean

Frosh Hours
Are Abolished
"Hours" for freshmen women
living in the dorms will be
abolished beginning spring
quarter.
The announcement came
Tuesday from College President
Emerson C. Shuck's office, said
Marianne Hall, assistant dean of
students.
The new rule will abolish the
college's curfew which required
freshmen women to be in their
dorms by midnight,. Sunday
through Thursday, and 2 a.m.
Friday and Saturday. No curfew
at all will be imposed.
The . proposal was originally
drawn up by a committee of
freshmen women, under the
direction of Miss Hall and Betty
Ohrt, dean of women.
Once endorsed by dorm councils
and the Student Personnel
Council, the request went to
President Shuck and finally the
Board of Trustees for approv~l.
This revision of hours should not
be confused with the overnight
restriction, which is still in effect,
Miss Hall sajd. This is the parental
permission slip which is required
of soiµe freshmen women before
they can leave the campus
overnight.
"Once the girls get adjusted to
the fact that there are not hours,
there should be no problems,'' said
the assistant dean . " I feel the girls
are quite capable of handling the
new ruling."
Beginning next fa 11, every
Washington state supported
college, including Eastern, will
have abolished the freshmanhours system.

A.S. Fills
Two Posts
Two appointments to student
government positions were made
by the Associated Students
Council, Wednesday.
Dale Anderson, off-campus
freshman, was appointed
administrative assistant. He will
w01:k as A.S. President Bob Van
Schoorl's assistant in the A.S.
office.
Cathy Merrill, sopliomore from
Senior Hall, was appointed to fill a
vacancy on A . S. finance
committee, which considers
requests to the A.S. for money and
recommends action to council.

I

Vandals Mar
Campaigning
the Wednesday night rally ; 5,500
flyers; six large sheets of
plywood.
He was not alone in the donation
department : Bernhardt 's
campaign received $50 from the
Pearce Hall coffers. " All the
candidates from Pearce received
$25 for running and an additional
$25 if they made it into the finals,"
said Bernhardt.
But both candidates had ·
problems with vandals destroying
signs and posters as fast as t~ey
were put up. Hill said he had two
large plywood signs destroyed and
one torn down three times. "In
Pearce Hall, only three of my
posters survived," said next
year's president.
Write-in candidate Al Sims,
president of the Black Student
Union. said he had trouble. with
people tearing and knocking
down his signs, although he spent
only $10 on his campaign.
Bruce Ellis, next yea·r 1 s
executive-vice president, spent
approximately $135 to runner-up
Dave Powledge's $115.
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As the campaign neared its
conclusion, the vandalism
increased and tempers rose in
proportion.
A brief confrontation occurred
Tuesday night before midnight
between members of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity and three black
students.
According to Clint Hill, a friend
reported a sign torn down in front
of the library. On investigation, it
was found to be true. Three black
students including Sims were just
down the street and in the insuing
discussion, Sims and his two
companions were accused of doing
the damage, according to Hill.
Sims said later he did not
destroy any sign; he was
distributing leaflets in front of
Martin Hall and patroling his own
signs.
After the confrontation was
joined later by more members of
Lambda Chi Alpha and Pearce
Hall residents, a police officer
came and mediated the argument.
The situation was described as
"tense" by Hill.
However, Sims said he tried to
act only as a mediator and a peace
maker.''

Cheney
Sewage
( Continued from page 1)
Although the present lagoon
system is the cheapest for Cheney,
the consulting engineer for
Eastern and Cheney says that an
increase in population will overtax
the lagoons and Cheney should
look to the future and put in a
mechanical system, similar•to the
one used in Spokane.
.
It has been estimated that this
system could cost from $300,000 to
$750,000. If Cheney receives a
federal grant, the government will
pay up to 30 per cent. It is thought
that Easern would contribute
approximately 33 per cent of the
total, with the city responsible for
the remaining 37 per cent. As of
now, though, the City of Cheney
has not money to make the change
in systems.
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Both EVP candidates also
experienced numerous incidents
of vandalism. Ellis said he had a
great many signs in both Pearce
and Sutton Halls torn down.
"Someone was careful not to leave
any of my signs in Pearce,"
quipped the EVP-elect.
Powledge also had trouble,
saying, "Both of my large plywood
signs were stolen the day after I
put them up."
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Dr. Hossum:

Spokane City-County ·Cooperation Needed
interested citizens and officials those with the responsibility for
making government policy,'' he
added.
"As people have migrated from
the country to the cities, they have
multiplied their demands for
services. Responding to these
demands, local governments have
increased their expenditures out
of proportion to growth ip
populaUon and local tax
resources," he said:
One study, cited in the report,
showed that Spokane County
government's per capita current
expense increased 156 per cent,
the population 26 per cent and the
per capita assessed valuation 57
per cent from 1950 to 1967.
"This increase in expenditures
promoted an increasing number of
citizens to become concerned and
to ask questions that were difficult
to answer with readily available
government information," Dr.
Hossom said, "so we set out to
find some of the answers.
''We received complete
Community leaders met at rm cooperation from city and county
Informal conference two years officials in gathering data to

Increased cooperation among
Spokane county and city governing
units and establishment of a
regional council can provide the
key to solving the pressing
problems in the Spokane area.
This is a finding of Dr. H.
Kenneth Hossom, chairman of the
department of political science,
who recently directed and
published a study comparing
selected local services in the city
and county of Spokane.
''The study showed that in a
number of local services, city and
county governing units have been
cooperating to solve many area
problems," Dr. Hossom said.
"They will probably continue to do
so but many problems remain to
be solved and their solutions may
require that some different kinds
of cooperation be tried than those
presently being used."
In explanation, Dr. Hossom said
fragmentation of local
government organization was
considered one of the biggest
problems facing this area.

ago and suggested a study of those
services most often cited as
offering opportunities for
consolidation, Dr. Hossom said.

Officials of Eastern then
formulated Community Services
Project No. II, which was
approved by the Washington ,State
Planning and Community Affairs
Agency for matching financial
support from federal funds
supplied by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
Final report of the project,
titled ''Comparison of Selected
Local Services of the City and
County of Spokane," surveyed
seven local government services
including education, fire
protection, parks, planning,
police, road, water and sewage.
''The report sought to offer
information on the existing
organization of the selected
government services and
alternative organization
patterns," Dr. Hossom said.
"The objective was to provide
basic . information to a ssist

supply those answers," he added, communities in the county and
" and we are grateful for that I perhaps from some of the special
cooperation.
districts, such as school, water
"We found that the county and and fire, Dr. Hossom said.
city have set a hopeful precedent Members would have advisory
for future collaboration with their powers only, but could encourage
cooperation in construction of the government units to recognize
new public safety building," be the existence of problems whose
said. "More such cooperation is solutions depend on a common
needed, and the formation of a effort.
regional council or the
Such councils exist in most of
expansion in scope of tbe Spokane the metropolitan areas of the
Regional Planning Conference west, including Seattle, San
can possibly provide the means for Francisco and Los Angeles, · he
that cooperation."
added, and could easily be adapted
Representatives on such a to the Spokane area for solution of
council would come from all such prc;,b,~ms as water pollution.

I

JOBS! JOBS! and mo~
Students, Teachen. Stateside and International Jobs.
Recreational Jobs; Year-round Jobs; Summer Jobs.
All occupations and trades. Enioy a vacation while you earn.

Hurryl The best iobs are taken early.

Write: "JOBS", P.O. Box 475,
Dept. CP 270-1, Lodi, Calif. 95240

This Summer Earn College .Credit Abroad
1970 Study/Travel on Air-Sea-Land Travel's
HOLIDAYS ABROAD
, ISRAEL . 66 Days $1,350.00
Kibbutz, Work- Study- Travel
From New York June 16th
I
I

FRANCE/SPAIN ...
5 ·WkS. $871.00
Including Air from Spokane!
Contact Air-Sea-Land for Dates. ·

GREAT BRITAIN 4 wks. $858
lnclu~ing Air from Spokane.

·

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD,
ENGLAND ... 54 days $1,395.00
From New York inclusive with tuition. Paris- Amsterdam- London, plus motorcoach tour of Scotland and England. July 9th departure.
For Further Information and Brochures on any or
all of the above tours contact AIR-SEA-LAND

TRAVEL S~RVICE . . .

HOW TO HAVE A GREAT SUMMER
HOLIDAYI

Air-Sea-Land
Travel Service
Spokane, Washington

4 Offices to Serve You
Ridpath Hotel
MA 4-0144
Lincoln Building
MA 4-1047
Ea!:t 412 30th Ave.
RI 7-8057
East 10716 Sprague Ave.
WA 4-8951

-,
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For four quarters I have often extolled, sometimes
chastised the exploits of Eastern athletic teams. I leave
after this quarter with Eastern's sports program in the
most chaotic state of its existence . Coaches are threatening to desert the program because they feel their right to
rule their athletes with iron hands has been usurped by a
meddling administration . Athletes, in kind, are rebelling
ei~~er )n favor or in opposition of the coaches, depending
on whether their skin is black or white.
The problem has reached such monumental proportions that recruiting ventures have come to a virtual standstill and performances of some teams have been diminished because of undue tension. To date, neither side has
shown any propensity to resolve their differences, only a
disgraceful knack for splitting the factions to an even
greater extent. So many complexities have been fabricated ~o the central is,ue it would now take an act of
Providence to settle the problem even somewhat amicably.
P~rhaps it is ti rme both sides sat down together,
once again, and took a rational , soul-searching (pun intended) look at the situation . . If reasonability prevailed
some palatabl e arra nge me nt could be made. But if
simple tenets of human rights cannot be preserved, maybe the institution both ·s ides see k to p rese rve is not worth
the trouble .
.,.
*
*
It would be unwarranted of me to say I leave Eastern
with a completely bitter view of the sports situation, for
its teams have left some indelible imprints on my mind.
Just offhand I can recall, this year, the stirring performance the basketball team turned in against Western Jan.
16, led by an aroused Al Gale. That was one of only three
conference wins for the Savages. And who can forget that
incredibly exciting fall afternoon when Eastern executed
grand larceny against Central to claim a tie for the Evergreen football title. Tom Manke's and Bob Picard's last
minute heroics in the 20-19 win will live forever in my
min~. And oh what a joy last season's basketball team
was to watch. Dave Lofton's astounding shot-making
ability and the many cqmebacks he led were indeed something to behold.
But the good is now o vershadowe d b y ' the bitterness ,a nd ill-will bre d by the most o utrageous ly ina ne
su b ject-a bl ack cl~nched f ist . A nd at what type table
w o uld you prefer to d iscuss the sub ject?
Till whe neve r.

-"

DESOLATE FORM OF Eastern's Keith Semler glides through the water during Evergreen Conference
swimming championships over weekend at Eastern. Central won team title han~lly, while Eastern took third
place behind Western and ahead of Whitworth.
r

G·r eatly Improve Times

Swimmers Shine Despite Central Rout
Eastern swimmers finished out
their season with a third place
fini s h in the E ver g reen
Confere nee champions hips which
they hosted over the weekend.
Central dominated the meet
from the start and rolled up 246
points to Western's 88, Eastern's
65 and Whitworth's 19. The
Wildcats swept a ll first places
except the 200 IM and one meter
diving.
Ric Hutterly, Eastern' s coach,
was extremely pleased with the
efforts of his swimmers. "Our
team was well-peaked for this

G·ymnasts Revenge ·central

Shooters March Tafgets ·Distant
Three trips totaling more than
5,000 miles will be ma~e by
E as te rn ' s R ese rve Of pee r s
Training Corps rifle team in
March.
Capt. J ames Sergeson, team
adviser, said the first t rip will be
Ma rch 6 to compete in the threeday University of Nevada Silver
State Invitational Ma rc h at ,Reno.
About 30 colleges and universities
a re expected to enter, a nd Eastern
will enter the same five-man team
which took third place last year.
Team members a re ~ laine
Rains , Richard Cornwa ll, ~atrick
Culligan, Ray Grimes a nd ~enny
W. Hendrix.

meet," said ff utterly, "and with
just two exceptions our kids hit
their best season and career
times."
Robin O'Donnell led Eastern by
taking a first in the 200 IM on
Thursday night in a very close
race with Centra l' s Br uce
Campbell. O'Donnell was the only
non-Central swimmer to take a
firs t. A partisan Eastern crowd
gave O'Donnell a well-deserved
ovati on during the award
ceremony.
Bruce Whitemarsh of Eastern
had a fantastic meet, dropping bis
500 yard freestyle time from 6:06

Eastern will enter two four-ma n
teams in the Ma rch 13-14 Bengal
Trophy Ma tch in Pocotello,
s ponsored by Ida ho Sta t e
University. E aste rn is t he
defending champion and 12 teams
are expected to be entered, Ca pt.
Sergeson said.
In addition to the five shooters
scheduled for the Re no match,
four oth e r s, inc lu d ing an
alternate, will enter the Pocatello
match. They are Da ve Leigh,
Richard Arneson, Leslie Willia ms
and J ea n Fisher.
Fina l match will be the
University of Texas a t E l Paso
Southwest Invitational Smallbore~

Eastern 's mens' gymnastic
Head coach Jack Benson said
team closed out its regular -season a f ter th e m ·e et he was
with an avenging 115.10-110.85 " particularly pleased" with the
victory over Centra l last F riday in team's total effort. " They showed
a tri-dual meet. Oregon College of great discipline under pressure,"
Education fi nished third with 71 he commented. " Any event could
points.
have thrown the meet either
Centra l has defeated Eastern way."
Benson said he belie ves it was
two meets in a row after t.hP.
the side horse event that really
Savages placed a head of them
a meet with WSU in the season decided the meet. Eastern swept
opener in December .
. the event, with Hohner taking
first and John Stump and Ken
Eastern captured five first Suemori capturing second and
place finishes in the six--event third. "That really put the
meet, led by Terry Kelly taking pressure on Central ," he
all-around honors and firsts on the commented, "and they didn't gain
parallel bars and free exercise. enough in their best event- still
Bill Sanford won on the horizontal rings- to overcome it."
bars and long horse vault, and Bob
The victory closed out Eastern's
Hohner took the top spot on tbe regular season with an 8-6 record.
side horse. Central's Dick Foxal This weekend the Savages will
captrued first on the still rings.
compete in the P acific Northwest
Coll egiate
Gy m nas ti c
Cha mpion s hips in Euge ne ,
Oregon.

in

Barb Waiting

For Nationals
If A.S. council voted her the
funds last night, Eastern's Barb
Banger will travel to the NAIA
na tional swim meet Ma rch 19-21 a t
the University of Illinois in
Urba na, Ill.

Two weeks ago at Portland
S tat e i n th e Nort h wes t
Championships, Banger took a
second in the 200 freestyle a nd a
fourth in the 100 breaststroke to
lead ·Eastern to a seventh place
finish in the 12 team meet.
Karen Tomlin, one of the better
swimmers in the nation, beat her
out in the 200, while the first five
fini shers in the 100 came within
one second of each othe r .

to 5:42.3 in Just two weeks.
Whitemarsh also swam terrific
career-best times in the 100 and
200 freestyles .
Scott Thompson took a third in
the 200 fl y and sixth in the 400 IM
as he attempted swimming's most
difficult double. Both events are
held on the same day . .
"Thompson is getting very good
and should have an outstanding
junior year," said ff utterly. "This
kid has got to be the single most
improved athlete at Eastei:n., and
be began two -years ago with next
to no swimming ability ,"
continued Hutterly.
Bob Henager, another quickly
improving sophomore, lowered his
200 IM time by 15 seconds in
another of Eastern's surprises.
Eastern's second place freestyle
relay team improved by five
seconds as O'Donnell, Keith
Semler, Henager and Whitemarsh
out did Western.

a
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SOLID NUCLEUS FOR 1971
ONLY BRIGHT HOOP SPOT
Eastern's Savages concluded
the 1969-70 basketball season with
a pair of losses to University of
Hawaii, 82-67 and 86-64, last week.
Eastern finished in the
Evergreen Conference cellar with
a 3-9 record-8-17 for the season.
Dr. Jerry Krause, Savage
coach, called the year " .. .a
generally disappointing season
that was brightened by the
outstanding performances of a
young group of front court men."
Krause expressed optimism for
next year' with seven lettermen
expected to return, five over 6'5"
plus 6'7" Kevin Brooks from the
freshman squad.
The Savage underclassmen are
led by freshman Dave Hayden,
6'7" forward from Denver, Colo.,
who had an outstanding first
season, averaging 7.8 points and
7.4 rebounds a game. Steve
Barnett, 6'5" junior from Denver,
who led scoring with 316 points
and was second in rebounding with
187.
Sophomore Randy Buss, 6' 5"
forward from Shannon, Ill., led in
field-goal percentage with 48.6 and
led rebounding with 210. Buss was
second in scoring with 283 points.
Jack Burns, junior from
Longview, Wash., a transfer from
University of Washington, played
the final ten games and
" ... showed outstanding promise
offensively," Krause said. "He

should improve a great deal next
year.''
,
Guards Duane Barnette, Middle
town, Ohio, George Gamble, Oak
Harbor, Wash., and Ray Maggard,
Lexington, K'Y., are all juniors this
year.
'.'Gamble proved to be the
outstanding free-throw shooter in
modern school history, hitting 27
of 28 for 96.4% for the season,"
Krause said.
"Our four seniors will be sorely
missed next year," he said. " Joe
Bullock 5'11" guard from White
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Plains, N.Y., is an outstanding
ball handler and team leader; Bill
Broderick, 6'2" forward from
Missoula, Mont. , is a fine shooter;
Al Gale, 6'4" forward from
Denver, was third in scoring with
206 points including 72% at the
free-throw line ; and Dave Pounds,
6'8" forward from Seattle, who is
an outstanding defensive pJayer
and team leader. "
Pounds concluded four years
on the varsity team , Bullock ,
Broderick and Gale completed
two.

EVERGREEN CONFERENCE
1969 • 70
Final Season Standings

w
Central Washington
Western Washington
Whitworth
Eastern Washington
Name
Barnett, Steve
Barnette, Duane
Broderick, Bill
Bullock, Joe
Burns, Jack
Buss, Randy
Gale, Al
Gamble, George
Hayden, Dave
Maggard, Ray,
Pounds, Dave
Others & Team
ReboundH
EWSC Totals
OPP Totals

12
5
4
3

FGA FG

295
139
109
212
21
210
173
155
134
31
144

127
51
36
77
9
102
75

72
57
13
67

League

L
0

PF

PA
758

901
7 797 799

8

863

928

9 819 876
Pct FTA FT
.430 95 62
.359 24 20
.330 16 14
.363 65 44
.428 14
6

W
25

L

12

11

.433
.464
.425
.419
.465

78
28
61
26
57

Season
PF

PA

1 1966 1616
1568

1524

12 2025 1986
8 17 1776 1886

14

Reb
187
23
56
65
32

.486 108 79 210
56 103
27
51
35 140
15
24
34. 170

9 6
2
0
I632 692 .424 574 392
1M5 697 .458 724 492
EW 81
EW 58
EW 61
EW 84
EW 80
EW 69
EW 101
In addition to her second place EW 62
finish in vaulting, Miss Wayerski EW 68
took "1ird on the floor exercise, EW 65
EW 81
fourth in all-around competition EW 53
and fifth on the balance beam.
EW 82
Janis Kato took fourth on the EW 79
uneven parallel bars and was fifth
EW 74
all-around. Teammate Judy
EW 64
Keeler placed fifth in vaulting.
EW 60
EW 53
Eastern will compete in Class II
EW 54
in the nationals later this month.
EW
54
Class II is classification for highly
EW
86
skilled gymnasts but who are not
EW 86
of Olympic caliber. Class I is for
EW 89
teams with members of Olympic
EW 67
caliber.
EW 64

Dames Claim Third Title
In Northwest Gym Meet
Despite first place finishes in
every event by University of
British Columbia Olympic
gymnast Sandra Hartley, Eastern
captured the Pacific Northwest
Collegiate Womens' 'Extramural
Association Championship for the
third year in a row, and qualified
the entire team for nationals to be
held in Provo, Utah March 27-28.
The Savagettes scored 95.48
points to host UBC's 82.35. The
University of Washington took
third place with 77.28 points in the
meet which had ten teams
participating.
Eastern's Jo Anderson took
second to Miss Hartley in each
event except vaulting, and was
replaced in it by teammate Jeanne
Wayerski behind the Canadian
Olympian.
Karen Curtiss took third in allaround but was unable to compete
in the finals of the separate events
because of an injury to her foot in
the last event· of preliminary
competition .. Placement for allaround competition is determined
by performance in the
preliminaries.
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Avg

TP

Avg

7.5
1.1

316
122

12.6
5.8

H
il
H5o
!:1 ~~: ::~
1

2.0
7.4

171
148

6.8
7.8

1.3

41

6.8

168

2.2
6.7

110
12
1171 46.8 1776
913 36.5 1886

71.0
75.4
Montana 91
Puget Sound 63
Mankato State 57
Fresno State 83
N. Arizona (2 o.t.) 84
Moorhead St. 84
Wis. (River Falls) 69
St. Cloud 85
Central 81
Central 82
Western 63
Western 74
Alaska 65
Alaska 67
Whitworth 78
Whitworth 68
Central 63
Central 68
Western 60
Western 78
Simon Fraser 93
Whitworth 80
Whitworth 82
Hawaii 82
Hawaii 86

Moses New Chief SEVEN .SERVE
INTERNSHIPS
Pat Moses was elected president
and Jim Ward vice of the
American Indian Club, last week,
said Mrs. Mary F. Nelson, faculty
advisor.
Other officers who were elected
were:
Barbara Clevland,
secretary;
Claude Krenan,
treasurer; Genevieve James,
public relations; and John A.
Ross, faculty advisor.

Seven sociology students are
now serving as interns at the
Alcoholic Rehabilitation Center,
Inc., in Spokane.
"Eastern students last quarter
made a survey of the various
social service agencies in Spokane
to discover the number of services
being provided at the center," said
Robert L. Harrington, executive
director of the ARC.
"Their work brought such an
excellerit response that we are
continuing the program this
quarter and are expanding it.''
Students will compare social
agency services to see if there is
any correla lion between services
and the effect of treatment offered
at the center, Harrington said.
Involved in the study are: Gary
N. Billesbach, Clifford 0 . Garver,
Tracy L. Hall, Sheila M. Jones, all
SpQkane; Neal A. Humiston,
Fairchild Air Force Base; Susan
R. Lind and Rita I. Zorrozua, both
of Ya.kima .

LAMDA CHI ALPHA President Fred Alloway prepares to clean jerk
over 270 pounds of Barbell Club's power lift contest Saturday at
Fieldhouse.

RIGHT ON, BROTHER-Heavyweight Al Macki gloats over sprawled
form of teammate Charles (Canvas Back) Knight in workout prior to
Saturday's marathon Silver Glove competition at Fieldhouse. Coach
Fred Bozanicb watches action .

Agencies connected with the
study are Veterans Hospital,
Washi ngton State Division of
Probation and Parole, Volunteers
of America, Salvation Army, St.
Vince nt de Paul, American Indian
Center, Spokane Neighborhood
Centers and the Spokane County
Veterans Aid, Harrington said.

Bout Card Saturday

Hardy fight fans will be given a
real treiat Saturday when
Eastern's Boxing Club sponsors
their first annual Invitational
Novice Silver Gloves Tournament
at the Fieldhouse .
A grand total of about 50 fights
are shceduled for the afternoon
and evening sessions, with
fighters from several area teams
entered. The tourney gets
underway at one o'clock in the
afternoon with preliminary bouts
in 12 weight classes and concludes
in the evening with championship
finals. Trophies will go to each
division winner.
Student ticket prices for the
fights are 50 cents for the
afternoon, one dollar for the
evening bouts or $1 .25 · for a
combination ticket. Adult prices
are $1 for preliminaries, $1.50 for
finals or $2 for both.
Coach Fred Bozanich has
received entries for 56 boxers,
including 14 novice golden glove
titlists.
Eleven Eastern fighters will be
entered. They are :
119-Ken Davi~s. Doug and Dave
Smith, brothers;
126-John
Hathaway, Boxing Club President,
Inland Empire Novice Golden
Glove champion of 1970 and owner
of a 4-1 record; 132- Dave
Kappler; 156-AI Dickson; 156-Rich
Wiesser. undefeated;
16S-Ben
Holly;
178-Charles Knight;
Heavyweights-Isaac Carter and
Greg Gavin.
Fighting a feature bout during
the evening finals will be
middleweight Mike Stevens of
Pasco, the 1970 Tacoma Junior
Golden Glove champion, and
Eastern's Al DeWeise, owner of a
25-2 record.
The recent survey that proves
that 90% of the men who switch
to Camels eventually go back to
women.

The bouts will be the club' s last
home matches of the year.
.
Referees for the matches will be
Jim Reilly, former coach at
Morning Star Boys' Ranch in
Spokane, Toby Gibson, former
Olympic boxer from Eastern and
currently working in the
admissions office of the college,
and John Stevens, a former boxer
from Spokane.

Pine Lelll!,iters
Second-Ranked
At Hoop Meet
Eastern's women ' s varsity
basketball team cinched its
second straight Pine League
Championship last week with a 3821 victory over North Idaho J.C.
Eastern will now compete in the
Northwest College Womens'
Extramural
Association
Basketba 11 Tournament in
Tacoma this weekend, designated
as the second-seeded team in the
23 team tournament. The
University of British Columbia ,
which has never lost an NCWEA
tournament game, is top-seeded.
The win 'over NIJC was the 10th
straight of the season for the
unbeate!I Savagettes. It was the
second loss of the season for the
Idaho school and eliminated them
as the last holdout with a chance
at overtaking Eastern, who now
has just one game remaining.
Mary Rubright paced Eastern to
the title clincher with 13 points,
followed by Vicki Harde and Sheri
Strong with seven each.

DAVENPORT HOTEL
BEAUTY SALON
kl 7-6456
REASONABLE PRICES

•:··········~···········
•
Maddux Dry Cleaners :
:

Lowest Prices for Highest Quality

:

DRY CLEANING
4 lbs. for $1

i
e

Scotch Cleaning

:

i
:
•

•e
•
•
I•
•••••••••••••••••••••
Also Professio~al Tailoring and Cleaning•

•

235-6260
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Students Help Lakelanders
Twenty-four Physical Education therapeutic, corrective therapy,
and Recreation majors from or pre-physical therapy option,
Eastern are assisting the stated Mr. Werner.
Mostly juniors and seniors, the
Lakeland Village Recreation
men
and women are given an
Service as field work in a course
entitled "Recreation and Physical excellent exposure to the reality of
Education with
Mental the retarded which goes far
Retardation," announced Mr. beyond books, films and
David Rosen, superintendent at classroom discussion, Mr. Werner
added. "It's something they really
Lakeland.
Coordinators for the cooperative can't be expected to understand
arrangement are Mr. Hal Werner unless they work with the
of Eastern s Health, Physical individuals involved. Several of
Education and Recreation those participating have indicated
Department, and Mr. Gary Bates, a serious interest in working w,ith
program coordinator, Mr. James retarded children · following
Wallace, recreation supervisor, graduation."
"Until the present program was
and Mr. Jo Miles, recreation
coordinator, all of the Lakeland initiated, groups of Lakeland
residents were brought to
staff.
The students were first given a Eastern's campus on an evening
verbal orientation from Mr. Terry sc·h edule for aquatics and
Hartman of Lakeland's Volunteer gymnastics in order to fulfill the
Services, followed by a program field work requirement of the
orientation and tour of the campus course. Working on the Lakeland
by recreation staff members. campus is more effective," Mr.
Each one works two hours a week Werner added.
for four weeks at Lakeland and is
assigned to assist a recreation
aide either on a residence hall or
at Oak Hall, recreation center.
Conference and Na tiona I
The field work at Lakeland Association of Intercollegiate
complements the lecture course Athletics district 1 defending
taught by Mr. Werner on the champions, will use both Indian
Cheney campus. This course is a Canyon and the new Hangman
Bachelor of Sdence requirement Valley courses this spring, Don
for those Physical Education Kallem, Eastern golf coach, said.
majors who select a preThe Savages will open March 18
in the Banana Belt Tournament at
Clarkston. Their first home
matches will be April 21 at
Hangman Valley, meeting Centra1
Washington, Whitman and
The National League Rejects Gonzaga University. Two other
and the Dressler Dribblers of the home matches will be at Indian
American League will due battle Canyon.
tonight starting at 6:30 on
Both courses will be used for
Fieldhouse floor 13 to decide the Eastern's Collegiate Invitational
champion of womens' intramural May 7-8. Fourteen schools have
basketball.
already entered, Kallem said.
Both teams have won four
Evco and NAIA district
league games and the Rejects are championship matches will . be
led by Eileen Mathews, Elma · held May 22-23, with Whitworth
D di•
Smith and Mary Cleave while the
Dribblers big guns are Barb
pr,ng ea Ines et
Gibson and Jan Hall.
Thorne Tibbits. intramural
Those teams not participating in director, has announced these
the play-offs have chosen three deadlines for applying for spring
girls to play in the all-star game at sports competition:
7:30 tonight.
Bowling for men and women,
The team rosters for the all-star March 27; softball for men and
game :
women, April 1; mens' handball,
American League
April 1; mens' and womens'
Streeter
swimming, April 22; mens' track,
Enid Tronson
May 6; and mens' and womens'
Marie Wood
golf, May 6.

Dian Astle, senior physical
educat on major participating in
the p ogram said, "Lakeland's
recrea Ion program is tremendous
and I m very impressed." In her
studen teaching experience she
had se eral pupils who were slow
learne s, Miss Astle said, and she
feels that her field work at
Lake) d should be of benefit in
helpin others with this problem.
Ano er enrollee in the course,
Alice Johnson, is a graduate
student with two years' teaching
experi nee. "I have had no
previo s contact with retarded
childr n, and find this very
intere ting and enlightening and it
will su ely give more patience and
insigh. into the problem," she
stated. Interested in physical
therapy, Miss Johnson is working
toward a Master's degree.
Lak~and officials expressed
their p.preciation for the interest
and
lpfulness of the college
studen s

GE<?.b~ Eg~?rs, R~!g~! !2~ a~!~52~r

Womens' 'Mural
Finals Tonight
BATTING PRACTICE FOR spring baseball turnouts' is held inside net
webbing in Fieldhouse while weather is still acting up. Season gets
underway March 19.

Cougars Open Up 31-Game
Eastern Baseball Seas.o n
Eastern h2s scheculed 31
baseball games for the 1970 season
opening March 14 with a
doubleheader against Washington
State University at Clarkston
starting at noon:
Ron Raver has moved up to tht:
head baseball coaching spot,
replacing veteran Ed Chissus, who
is on a sabbatical leave this year.
Raver, who assisted Cbissus last
year, was a left-haded pitcher at
Craig, Neb., High School and at
Wayne State University, Wayne,
Neb., where be earned three
baseball letters. He was signed by
the 'New York
Yankee
organization and pitched for
Kearney, Neb., in the rookie
league after graduation from
· Wayne State.
He coached high school baseball
for six years at Pearl City, Ill.,
and Argo, Ill., before coming to
Eastern.
The Savages have 12 lettermen
back from last ye'a r's team, plus
three back from previous seasons,
and a number of top transfer
prospects.
· Returning lettermen include
pitchers Randy Kramer and
Tommy Thompson,
both
righthanders, and · lefty Dick
Rousseau; infielders Dick Horeb,
Wayne Dickey and Mike Doleshel;
infielder-outfielders Greg Jones
and Ted Laurenti; outfielders
Rick Bishop and Kim DeLong; and
catchers Larry· Leas and Ron•
Sands.
·
Lettermen back after. being out
of school a few years are
righthanded pitcher Mike Holt;
catcher-outfielder Dan Baggerly
and third-baseman Larry Dean.
Transfers include Mike
Schmidt, catcher from Gonzaga
llniversity; Randy Hatfield,
pitcher-outfielder from Green
River Community College; Clark
Inglis, infielder, Wenatchee
Valley; Terry Guthrie, pitcher,
Spokane Community College;
Steve Schenck, first basemanoutfielder, Olympic Community
College, and from Reedley
Community College in California,

Dave Park. infielder, and Monte
Pitts, catcher.
Pat Campbell, an infielder, is
the top prospect up from last
year's frosh, Raver said, and the
Savages' best frosh pitching
prospect is Kerry Hawley, a
righthander who was 18-1 with the
Cheney Studs, a local AAU.
Savage Schedule
March 14, WSU (2), Clarkston,
noon; March 16, Spokane CC (1),
Cheney, 1: 30; March 17, Gonzaga
(1), Spokane, 1; March 19-21,
Banana Belt Tournament,
Lewiston; March 26, Pacific
Lutheran (2) Cheney, 12:30;
March 28, ·1daho (2), Moscow,
1:30; April 4, Wenatchee Valley
(2), Cheney, 12:30; April 11,
Western Washington (2), Cheney,
12: 30; April 14, WSU ( l) Cheney,
2; April 15, Spokane CC (1),
Spokane, 2; · Aprfl · 1s, Whitworth
(2), Spokane, 12:30; April 21,
Idaho ( l), Cheney, 3; April 25,
Central Washington (2), Cheney,
12: 30; April 29, Gonzaga (1),
Cheney, 2; May 2, Central
Washington (2), Ellensburg,
12:30; May 5, Lewis-Clark Normal
(1),
Lewiston, 2; May 9,
Whitworth, (2), Cheney, 12:30;
May 12, Lewis-Clark (1), Cheney,
2; May 16, Western Washington
(2), Bellingham, 12:30.
There's only one difference be-

tween learning to drive a car and
learning to play golf. When you
learn to play golf, you don't hit
anything.
I

,

S •

Hoop Finals Tonight

i!;~::;::rson
Sheryl Reese
Judy Swanson
Elaine Boyd
SPA'S
Katy Kramer
Candy Panky
Thersa Kembell
L A Ladies
Anne Evavold
Karen Stilnerd
Nita Warkneke
National League
A I A's
Julie Smith
Jan Burghard
Myrna Heimbigner
Dreamers
Barb Banger
Janet Choate
Angie Wells
Gators
Sammie Young
Melaine Walker
Kathy Lightfoot
Nubs
Shelby Grogan
Connie Rinker
Lee Moore

*

SECOND AND F STREETS

j

'NSURANCE .
FOR ONLY $45.00
A Year For Ages
15 through 22

ALL JOE GATES
7 -3358 or KE 4-9207

llRE 5.----LE
Bl!EMS 78 S RIES
Blackwall

'99
95
•
0
r
.p
•
:
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Plu1 F.I.T.
And 4 rocapalile caolng1

• For either 1-14 or F-14 1lae1

OTHER SliES AT COM ARABLE PRICES

10% OFF

OWL PHARMACY

$10,000
LIFE

Goodyear Polyglas ower Cushion

Huriry! Supply i Limited!

STEREO TAPES - CARTRIDGES & CASSETTES
Sly & The Famlly, C,eedenc•, Led Zepplln 11. John Mayall,
ThrM Dog Night

~

Savage Schedule
Ma ch 18-20, Banana Belt,
Clark ton; March 30, Washington
State Whitworth, Gonzaga,
Clark ton; April 10, Montana,
Mon na State, Flathead Valley
JC. estern Montana, Missoula;
April 13, Whitman, Walla Walla;
April 21, Whitman, Central,
Gonz ga, Hangman; April 28~
Idaho Gonzaga, Moscow; May 1,
Wash ngton State, Whitworth,
Gonz ga, Indian Canyon; May 4,
Idab , Gonzaga, Whitworth,
India Canyon; May 7-8, EWSC
Colle ate Invitational, Hangman
Valle and Indian Canyon; May 15,
Cent 1, Western, Whitworth,
Elleniburg; May 18, Whitworth,
Spok ne; May 22-!3, Evco, NAIA
distri t 1, Spokane.

Unbelieva le!

Exclusive Dealer in Cheney

t

matc~s has not yet been selected.
Eas ern will have six ret11rning
letter en, Kallem said, including
Fred Lufkin, two-letter winner
who !finished second in the
Nati nal
Public
Links
Tourn ment after leading Eastern
to an 1th place finish in the NAIA
natioqals.
Other returnees include threeletter winner Greg Young,
Spoka e; two-letter winners Bud
Davis Spokane, and Greg Strate,
Dave port, and one-award
winne s Bruce Brevet and Gary
Lindeblad, both Spokane.

The championship finals of
mens' intramural basketball will
be held tonight at 8 :00 in the
Fieldhouse.
Playoffs to determine the
American and National League
champions were held Monday and
yesterday, but the results of those
games were too late to report in
The Easterner.
Our Gang, Streeter Crabs,
Studs, Dudes, Rounders, Mustangs
and Stars were some of the teams
vying for division titles Monday.

FOR SONY TV, TRANSISTOR RADIOS
AND AMPEX TAPE RECORDERS

1

S

the

I

JOHN'S SHEL ·SERVICE
604 First

Cheney

211-6121

Summer Cut
To One Session
Eastern will have only one
eight-week regular summ e r
session this year, in addition to the
usual one and two-week post
session work hops.
In the past, Eas tern has offered
two sessions , one for seven weeks
and one for nine week s, said Dr.
Joseph W. Chatburn. dean of
special programs, but this year
regular courses for all levels will
be offered in one eight-week
session from June 15 to August 7.
Specialized
workshops,
institutes, tours, short courses and
seminars will be offered during
the regular as well as during the
post session periods from August
10 to 21, Dr. Chatburn said.
" Eastern will offer courses
during summer quarter to fit the
needs of the graduate ,
undergraduate and high school
graduate," he said. ' 'Eastern' s
faculty will be supplemented by a
distinguished group of nationally
recognized visiting lecturers for a
challenging academic climate."
A full quarter of graduate and
undergraduate credits may be
earned and a special program for
graduating high school seniors will
enable entering freshmen to
complete four quarters of college
work in one year.
Registration by mail will begin
April 20 for all summer quarter
students, Dr. Chatburn said, and
students planning to attend
regular and post sessions should
complete their enrollment for both
terms by May 15.
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·By LEON CHAMBERLAIN
Contrbuting Writer

The effectiveness 'of Eas't eri1's
student government will probably
be pale in comparison tq the power
of West Germany's colleges, said
Eastern's only student from
Germany, Dietrich Grolman.
"At Eastern," the art major
said, "you cannot effect any real
change, such as in the hiring of
professors. In Germany, even
though the professors are
appointed by the state and hired
by the university, they must take
into consideration student
reaction."
The 25-year-old Indiana State
University transfer student said
that students in opposition to
faculty hiring practices often
resort to such tactics as hanging
pictures of professors and the
university president dressed in
their old Nazi uniforms. This
embarrasses the administration
into
recruiting different
professors.
"Det", whose home town is
Tuebinger, Germany, explained
the political force of st 11de'nts in
Stuttgart, near his home; in this
way: "In 1968 we had student
demonstrations and went directly
to the mayor and asked him for a
meeting to discuss grievances.
When he refused, students built
barricades and took over fallout
shelters. It took 3,000 policemen to
extri'cate them."
This type of response by
Gerr:nan college students was
brought about largely through the
efforts of s tudent action
committees, said Det, which are
comparable to the Students For A
Democratic Society in the United
·States.
Ma ny Germans are tired of
Ame rican military presence in
Germany, said the tall, da rk
headed senior. " 80 per cent of the
German economy is de pendent on
Am erican in ves tm e nts a nd
military presence. Many Germans
do not like to be so dependent on
the United States.
" Most Germa n people ha ve
Ame ricans stereotyped as the
"clanish" Amer ican soldier,
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African Dance Group Due
,.

CIRCLE K SWEETHEART is Karen Lundquist, junior English major
Circle K, recently formed service club sponsored by the West Spokane
Kiwanis, selected Miss Lundquist last month as their first sweetheart.

Dancers, acrobats, drumme rs,
singe rs and instrume ntalists
representing more tha n a dozen
tribes fro m the Republic of Ma li
will be presented Frid ay evening
as part of E astern's Artist Series
P rogra m.
" Les Da nse urs Africains,"
origina lly scheduled £or Thu rsday,
were re-scheduled because of
transportati on schedules, Dr.
Harold K. Steve n s , se ri es
coordinator, said .
The program, at 8:15 p.m. , will
be in Showalter Auditorium. Only
a limited number of tickets will be
available at the door. Prices are
$2.50 for adults, $1 for high school
students and free for Eastern
students
with
student
identification.
The troupe first attra cted public
notice with a performance in
Be rlin in 1962, and la te r scored a
triumph at the Theatre of Nations
in P aris in 1964. Visi ts to a score of

lnnisfree 'Disppointing'
By SCOTT READ
Staff Writer

" The Lake Isle of Innisfree"
was once a peaceful, beautiful ,
and tranquil place. This was all
before last Wednesday.
The new image of Innisfree,
Eastern's literary publicaijon , is
one of fear , hostility, regret,
impatience, bare tolerance and
acute awareness. This year the
Innisfree is not merely a reader's

German Student Says
Student Power Weak
I

THE EASTERNER

entertainment but a write r 's
sounding board and a media of
release.
This is not to say the lnnisfree is
without merit. In fact , it is a mo re
than an adequate representation
of some popular thoughts put down
by people intelligent enough to
express in writing what they think.
The scope of these thought is
broader and more in perspective
than ever before and herein lies a
weakness. (Perhaps as social as
literary.)
It seenis that most contributors
were people ·in a melancholy mood
seeking answers to a multitude of
problems. Some of the other
contributors sought escape into
their own little nostalgic world.
T!lere was little of the good
college life, happiness, fun or
pleasure which is so obvious on
campus if you look for it. As a
result of this, the Innisfree was
not totally · representative of
campus thought.
The next natural question to .

come from this Polya nna sea rch
for equal space is " Are n' t the good
times worth writing a bout or are
the people who are ha ving these
good times just apatheti c? "
From the amount of white space
in the Innisfree and the multiple
contributions of the editor, I would
say apathy. Between the editor ,
Les Wilson, and photographer
Herb Jones , a lot of space was
filled , but just a trickle of
contributions and almost no art
seemed to negate what little
momentum Innisfree had thi s
year, but who cares.
To sum it up. there was a lot to
be said but few people said it, and
there were many ideas to get
across but few made it.
If you liked Innisfree this year,
congratulations . If you didn ' t,
don't blame anyone but the
mirror. If you haven' t read it, curl
up beside a warm fire in a dark
room , pu t on your " Clair de Lune"
tape and ask yourself " Whe re is
Te rry Da vis when we need. him ?"

whose chief pursuits seem to be
drinking and ' whoring around,' "
said Det.
. Still another aspect of the
German people's dislike of the
U.S. military is that the German
government can not prosecute
American soldiers, said f'et.
' 'Before I left Germ . ty, there
were cases of German girls being
raped by American soldiers," said
the off-campus resident. '' The
soldiers were simply released to
the American military, and, to my
knowledge, were not prosecuted."
Det, who transferred to Eastern
Be ginning fall quarter : college editor said . " It will
because of the high cost of quarterly issues of the Final elimina te the sheets of course
education in Indiana ($1 ,500 per Announcement of Courses may changes the Registrar' s office has
semester) , described the poli tica 1 r eplace the now out-dated a nnual
had to provide each qua rter . The
atmosphere in West Germany in publication. It would be publi shed cost of the new book has not been
this way : " For 20 years, the prior to pre-registration .
dete rmined yet, but it will be less
·
Christian Democratic Union
Recommended
by
the tha n the cost of publishing both the
controlled Ger:many and there was Undergraduate Affairs Council classroom assignme nt sheets
little or no economic or political recently, the proposa l is now -every quarter and the Fina l
exchange between West Germany unde r conside ra tion by di vision Announcement of Courses."
and Eastern Europe.
F ina l Announcement of Courses
heads.
The quarterly publication would cost the college app roxima tely
'' Now , West German Chancellor
Willy Brandt is attempting to end be a combination of the Final $3,275 or 14,000 copies this yea r.
the cold war through his policy of Announcement of Courses and the Class room assignment sheets cost
Ost-Politik. Brandt' s Ost-Politik is classroom assignment sheets, by about $450 fo r the 500 used dur ing
implying the recognition of the including course numbers, titles, the yea r, Stark said.
Oder and Neise rivers as the credits , hours and days, Did You Hear ltbout:
western border of Poland ; as instructors, and room numbers for
The All-American tom cat that
provided by the Yalta that quarter.
made 40 yards in one night.
It will also indicate which
Agreement.' '
The chickens that ate racing
courses
will
not
be
offe
red
during
forms and now they' re laying odds.
Brandt wants to establish better
rela tions with the communist the othe r quarters so that students
neighbors to the E ast, said Det. ca n plan a head.
The fo rmat for the new booklets
" However," he said , " before
is be ing de s ig ned by the
Moscow allows a renunciation-ofregistra r' s and college editor's
force treaty with West Germa ny,
offices.
they want Bonn to officially
Asked about adva ntages of the
recognize E a st Germany. ''
quarterly issues, Br ent Stark,
Grolman added that Brandt also
has to consider Western interests
in the political and power balance;
especially the French, who fear a
new eastern power bloc will
emerge with an increase in
economic exchanges between
Warsaw, Bonn, and East Berlin .
Both Russia a nd the U.S.,
according to Det, want a bala nce
3 MEALS SERVED DAILY
of power arrangement in Easte rn
Choice Steaks: Tops, Ribs, Ribe.y e Steak Sandwiches
Europe. " The Russia ns invaded
Lowest Prices in Town
Czechoslova kia beca use they
HOURS: 6 • 8 w eekly
. 11 . 8 on Sunday
thought the bala nce of power was
Specials Run Daily with Soup, Salad and Coffee
shifting to the West with the initial
increase in Czech libera lization."

Final Announcements To
Come Out Each Quarter

FIRESIDE

I

~hune ~om

Meet At

Vicky's Malt Shop
RESTAURANT

othe r Ea s tern a nd Wes te rn
E uropea n ca pita ls, as well as to
South a nd Centra l Ame rica,
fo llowed a nd on each occa sion the
Africa ns repea ted their Parisian
success.
In 1966, Les Da nseurs Africains
went to Dakar, Senegal , to
represent their new Republic a t
the F irst World Festival of th e
Black Man 's Art. Competing with
more tha n 100 othe r a r tists and
enser:nbles from as fa r away as the
Uni ted States, they went on to
become " the great hit of the entire
festival. "
The production is unlike any
othe r stage presentation to tou r
North Ame ri can in recent years.
Elaborate use is made of ~asks,
anima l skins , feather s, plumes
she lls, leaves, native woods and
grasses is m ade by these
tribesmen in the crea tion of their
ceremonia l garb. Body pai nt.
created from native dyes, is also
wide ly used by the da nce.rs for
cer tain of their ritua listic dances.

ERIC Resides
In Library
ERIC has taken re sidence .. at
Eastern a nd ma y be seen da.iJy on
the second floo r of th e Kennedy
Libra ry. Student a re beating a
path to his door seeking a nd
getting a nswers to problems they
cannot solve.
Freshmen a nd seniors alike are
di scovering tha t ERIC is a n
au thority on many sub jects, a nd
no one wonde rs why. Their
mentor' s full na me is Educational
Resources Information Center.
ERIC i s a nationwide
informat io n n e tw or k for
acqui ri ng , se lect ing , a nd
disseminating the mos t significant
and timely educational research
repor ts and projects. This has
been particularly beneficial in the
field of education for th e
di sadvantaged s tudent.
Responsibility for improving the
ava ilabilit y of educa tio na l
information was delega ted the
staff of ERIC by a Federa l Act in
April , 1965.

INTERESTED
IN AN

OVERSEAS
CAREER?

Dr . J ay B . Hunt
wi ll b e on rh :: campus

Tuesday, Marc h 3rd
to d iscuss qualif ications for
adv an ced study at
THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job op portu n it ies
in the f ie ld o f
INTERNATIONAL MANAG!:M EN T

Interview s m ay be sc heduled at

the Placeme n t Off ic e
---·----·
THUNDERBIRD
G RADUATE SCHOOL
OF
INTERNATIONAL M A N AGEM ENT
(Formerly : The Am erican Inst itu te
fo r Foreign Trade)

P. 0. Box 191
Phoeni x, Ar:i:ona 85001
Affilia ted w it h
The Amer ican Manag e m en t Asso cia t ion
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Medex Program Aids Doctors
Student Health Center here is
one of 11 medical centers in the
State of Washington carrying on
an experiment which might, if
successful , ease the burden on the
overworked, sometimes over-aged
and rapidly vanishing general
practitioner.
The experiment is desig'ned to
create a new class of medical
professionals to help overworked
physicians provide more and

Films Due
Another series of films will
be presented by the
Instructional Media Center in
the Multi-Purpose Room of
Kennedy Library . The
following films will be shown at
11 :40:

Wednesday, March 4:
"Basic issues of man:
Pegasus without Wings" (30
min.) Dramatized presentation
of the question of whether the
artist is free to express himself
regardless of public acceptance
of his work .
Thursday , March 5:
" Little Island" (30 min .)
Animated presentation of the
idea that comm uni cation is
impossible between people
with fixed ideas . Includes
electronic music and backward
sound effects.
"George Bernard Shaw" (26
min.) Discusses the writer, his
philo sophy , and how he
changed society.

WHAT IS IT? This particular piece of artwork .untitled, was created by
Plastics Incorporated. It is just one of the examples of art displayed in ,
the Student Art Show now in progress in Hargraves Hall on the main
floor. The gallery is open weekdays from 8 to 5 p.m. and 3 to 5 p.m. on
Sunday.

Record Review

Lonnie Mack's Album
Termed 'Maddening'
By JOHN M. JOHNSON
Contributing Writer

If ever an alb.um could be
labeled
maddening , Lonnie
Mack 's " Glad I'm in the Band ' is
it.
Here we have one of the greatest
talents in rock -- Lonnie Mack : a
superior guitarist (his sense of
timing and phrasing is eas ily
comparable to 8.8. King ) and
gifted vocalist ( hi s voice comes on
like any number of black-blues
shouters, a fact made even more
impressive by his unforced
delivery,
no over-dramatic
mugging ).
Mix these assets in with the
normallly creditable production
team at Elektra Records and what
do you get? A masterpiece of
white blues, right?
Wrong--you get a producer
(Russ Miller) who insists on
overdubbing banal, blaring horn
parts on top of the basic Mack
band's original products, resulting
in an offensive hodge-podge.

This is not to say the album is a
complete loss. About half of it is
still enjoyable. Not as good as it
could be, certainly, but extremely
bearable none-the-less. As much
as Elektra tried, Lonnie Mack
could not be totally submerged in
the sludge of modern recording
techniques.
The opening cut, "Why",
forcefully illustrates this point.
Mack, probably unaware of what
would later happen to the track,
turns the interplay of his harsh
voice and poignant solos into a
t;ripping number, reaching its
climax in a scream which ends
just below the threshold of pain
(or at least it SEEMS like that) .
Anyway, this potentially
brilliant
performance
is
needlessly blemished, although
not quite ruined, by the strident,
directionless horn section, oh-so:'

cleverly arranged by Maxwell
Davis. What a shame.

Other generally pleasant tracks
include " Memphi s," Lonnie 's first
and only million-seller. a virtuose
instume ntal in the hi sto ry of rock :
" Old House ," high-lighting
Mack's voice against the
framework of tra ditional countrywestern piano and acoustic guitar ;
" Roberta, " a rocking tune for
which , quite amazingly and
singularly, suitable parts were
provided for the brass section ;
"Sweat and Tears, " which follows
in the same pattern as '- Why ," a
smooth, well-done blues flawed by
Miller's ineptness .
The remainder of the ~lbum is
beset by the over-zealous
producing of Miller. Considering
what this set could have .been, the
situation is quite infuriating.

QUARTER AND NEED JOBS - THIS IS FOR YOU,

EMPLOYMENT IN FOOD PROCESSING PLANT IN
WALLA WALLA BEGINNING MID-APRIL, .TO LAST
AS LONG AS DESIRED.
DETAILS WILL BE PRESENTED AND QUESTIONS

IN CONCERT

Thursday

MARCH 5th
8:00 p.m.
KENNEDY PAVILION
Gonzaga University

ANSWERED AT 1:00 P.M. FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1970
AT MEEETING OF ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS AT

e P. M. JACOY

PLACEMENT OFFICE IN SHOWALTER.

Record Rack
in the Valley

BIRDSEYE DIVISION

•

Bon .Marche

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
:

TICKETS AT
•

GENERAL FOODS CORP.

For
I

The Dames' Club Style Show
will be held in Kennedy
Auditorium on tomorrow night at 8
p.m.\ said Kathy Helt, Dames'
Club president.
Women's casual and dress
fashions will be sponsored by
Taylor's Women's Apparel, shoes
by the Shoe Shoppe, and hairstyles
will be done by Garard's Salon of
Hair, all of Spokane, said 'Mrs.
Helt. Flowers will be arranged by
Chet's Flowers of Cheney.
There will be special
entertainment and refreshments,
and three gift certificates will be
given away, said Mrs. Helt.
Models of the fashion, Mrs. Helt
said, will include ten Dames and
two faculty models, Mrs. Kenneth
Kennedy and Mrs. Forrest
Amsden .
Admission will be $1. 75 for
adults and $1 for students. Tickets
are now being sold by all Dames'
Club members or may be bought
at the door. Mrs. Helt said men
are encouraged to attend also.
Each year a $100 scholarship is
given by the Dames' Club and the
money raised from this style show
will be added to the scholarship
fund, said Mrs. Helt:

BOTH MEN AND WOMEN .

FABRICS
I

Dames Hold
Style Show

STUDENTS NOT REMAINING IN SCHOOL SPRING

CHENEY
DEPARTMENT
STORE

Spring
Sewing
& Notions Too

" Lazarillo,"
grand prize
winner of the -Berlin Film
Festival , will be shown
Thursday, March 5, 8: 15 p.m .,
in Showalter Auditorium.
This 1960 film , directed ans
written by Cesar Ardavin , is
based ori the novel, " El
Lazarillo de Tormes.''
" It chronicles the adventures
of a 12-year-old urchin as he
fights the war of wits and
survival with the adult rogues
he encounters," according to
the resume of the film.
" A bitter, provocative and
extremely well-made screen
import, said the New York
Times, compared to the
victimized child hero of this
engrossing movie , old Don
Quixote had a picnic .
Excellently photographed and
fluently staged against a
striking background of Old
World castles, villages and
landscapes, the picture is a
kind of Rabelaisian Oliver
Twist. The abrupt finale is
cynical
and
terribly
convincing, in a film that is
imaginative, piercing and
haunting."

and I have confidence in the
doctor, then I'll trust the Medex
a~so. If the doctor is too busy to
give me the health care I need
then I'll get it from the medex~
After all, I trusted my son to him
on the battlefield."

HELP WANTED

In trying to channel Lonnie
Mack down the inroads to
commercial success, Elektra has
failed miserably. The album has
not sold well and the old Lonnie
Mack fans are upset at its artisitic
level, or rather, its lack. Maybe
next time Russ Miller should
concentrate on how good an album
he can produce and not worry
about methods of modifying,
sweetening, or altering Lonnie's
music in order to sell more
records. The change would be
refreshing .
I

'Lazaril·l o'

better medical care.
The Medex program . (French
MEDicin EXtension) i s a
convenient marriage of two
paradoxes of Ame rican medicine :
1. The critical shortage of
trained manpower to deliver
primary health care.
2. The large and untapped
source of such trained and
experienced manpower in the
form of medical corpsmen who
are being released from service at
the rate of 30,000 a year.
At the Student HeaJth Center
and in Cheney, there are three
doctors who not only handle all the
patients within Cheney but also 20
to 30 students daily who come to
the center for medical care.
In Cheney, Robert Woodruff is
the Medex under the direction of
Dr. Wilfred Gamon who oversees
all of Woodruff's duties assigned
to him by the doctors.
Woodruff joined the Army and
volunteered for the Army ' s
Special Forces, the "Green
Berets;'
went through jump
school ahd was accepted for
medical training.
He served as medical supervisor
at Guon Blech, Vietnam in the
Central Highlands. He had total
medical responsibility for the ten
American
soldiers , 300
Montagnard soldiers and their
dependents and the many tribal
people in outlying villages.
After nine months he became
first assistant to the special forces
doctor.
In September 1967, while on
combat patrol, one of the
Montagnard soldiers was swept
down a swollen river while
attempting to cross it. Woodruff
dove in after him and pulled him
out and gave mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation until the soldier was
revived. For that action, Woodruff
was awarded the Soldiers Medal.
After discharge from the Army
in 1968 Woodruff attended
Portland Community College . In
July 1969 he was accepted into the
Medex program .
After a one year training and
probation period here at the
~tudent Health Center, Woodruff
would like to continue on assisting
the doctors at Cheney. He likes the
college atmosphere and enjoys
working with the students.
Woodruff also acts as athletic
trainer at all home football and
basketball games.
One elderly woman was
overheard in the waiting room and
her statement typifies the general
attitude of many patients and
residents of Cheney and Eastern
towards Woodruff;
"If the doctor trusts the Medex,

Record Shop

ADVANCE

$3.00
AT DOOR

$4.00
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Feedb·ack From ·the Masses
Dear Grant .
Editor:
As a full-time professional
computer programmer , I wish to
clarify some of the statements in
Grant Smith' s article in The
Easterner
First of all, Mr. Smith states
that the administration
overpurchased. The question is:
Did they?
There are two approaches to
buying a computer system:
1) A company decides what
minimum configuation will satisfy
their present needs and what wiil
be their ultimate goal. After
purchasing the minimum system,
the company then upgrades the
system over a period of time by
buying additional equipment until
the final system configuration is
achieved. This is the most
~alistic method of purchasing
smce there is a minimum outlay at
the beginning.
2 ) A company decides on their
final configuration only and
purchases it. The two advantages
to this method are that they save
somewhat on the overall cost of
the system and they have the
entire system immediately.
Unfortunately this method also
requires a much larger initial
expenditure.
I might add that those
companies guilty of the " Cadillac
Syndrome" will generally use the
second method of purchasing since
they can begin "Show and Tell
Time" shortly after installation.
These companies are easily
recognized since having obtained
their computer system, they
haven't the faintest idea of what to
do with it; i.e. it sits idle most·of .
the time. Another symptom is that
the status of the various
departments within the
management portion .· of the
company is determined by the
amount of printout received from .
the computer. A department need
.only to request more reports from
the computer in order to raise its
status. Surely this hasn't happened
at Eastern, bas it?
. . Before I go any further , I would
like to state the Peter Principle. ·
(The Peter Principle, or "Why
Things Always go Wrong" by Dr.
Laurence J. Peter; Wm. Morrow
& Co., Inc., 1969.)
"IN A HEIRARCHY, EVERY
EMPLOYEE TENDS TO RAISE
TO
HIS
LEVEL
OF
INCOMPETENCE".
Now, Mr. Smith implies that the
motives of Russel Hartman
Kenneth Kennedy, and Dr. Shuck
are to be questioned. This I think
is grossly unfair. Perhaps a more
pertinent question would be: At
what level do we stop applying the
Peter Principle here at Eastern?
Kenneth L. Bush

Computer. Used?
Editor:
Now is the time that the
students at Eastern should
question the school administration
as to what they are doing with U1e
new R.C.A. Spectra Computer.
This year that machine is
costing the taxpayers of the state
of Washington $10,000 per month.
Next year it will cost $15,000 per
month. Of what service is it to the
~itizens of the state? Is it just an
idle toy for the administration? Is
this machine pr:oviding an
opportunity for adequate
education of Eastern students?
Are they being provided with
adequate research facilities for
modern problems? Were we all
misled when the administration
asked for this compute r ?
I have asked these questions of
state legisla tors and of the
administration. I have a sked
" What was the justifica tion fo~
getting this machine? "

The only answer I have been
~ble to find was printed last year
m the request for bids. In the Editor:
section on the rules for setting
The on-going hassle raging in
prices , ''Ground Rules for
Cheney
over the "clenched fist"
Financial Evaluation," one reason
symbol impresses me as one of the
was used.
less necessary " Yes - I - will "As an educational institution it
. .
'
No - you - won' t" po;er
is
important that any equipment
struggles on the Reform Scene at
used for instructional purposes
this moment. As a step toward
represents the era of equipment
resolut!on of this escalating
students will confront in their
absurdity, I suggest the following:
future employment, rather that
~n any public event where a
the previous generation . ThE:
" black" feels called upon to assert
college cannot be in the position of
training for yesterday because of hi~ clenched, upraised right fi st, a
suttable " white" reply from the
rigid contractual arrangements
audience might be a ~esponse in
surrounding
computer
k~nd. with a gentle, smiling,
acquisition. ~·
smcere clasp of the clenched right
Too bad R.C.A. and the other
fist with the elevated left hand -suppliers of computers did not affirming black and white longing
know that the administration was for trust and comradeship and for
"leading them down the 'prim- recogn~tion and intelligen t
rose path'" in order to get a expression of the power intrinsic
computer at bargain pric:es. to every man and woman.
Computer companies give reduced
Walter E. Puddy M.D.
rates for equipment used in
instruction.
Showalter Hall talks about
educating the citizens of the st.ate Editor:
as a part of the mission of
After reading your editorial last
E.W.S.C. If they believe it, they week , I have very serious doubts
should show it. They should about your qualifications a s a
provide the money for newspaper writer. You sacrificed
instructional needs of the tru~h for the purpose of adding
students. This can be easily Elone cymcal humor to your article. You
by changing priorities. The state seem to have completel y
of Washington gives the school so abandoned the responsibility of a
much for them to spend as they newspaper writer - to ' 'get ·first see fit. As students we should but get it right."
People are hired in the HPER
show them to see fit to spend it for
Division
to meet its coaching and
us.
The R.C.A. Spectra sits idle academic need~. This means that,
contrary to your article, Mr.
about 60 per cent of the time
while students are forced to ru~ Wooten was hired because of his
programs on old equipment. The ability to coach football and teach
needed classes.
reasoning? Ask Wade Harris.
Also; Dr. Krause's primary , but
He thinks that students should
not
exclusive, interest is in
not learn by trial-and-error on a
basketball,
especially during the
computer. If they are going to be
season.
He
doesn't teach folk
programmers on a machine, let
as your article
dancing
either,
them already be experts.
Don't use the machine to correct implied. He teaches· kinesiology
a program--it's
a waste. However ' and is chairman of the research
~
if ynu don't · 1earn by practice- section of the National Baketball
"practice makes perfect"--how do Association.
Contrary to your article,
you learn? Is it not more wasteful
coaching
is not an extra
to spend money at a rate of $2000
responsiblility,
but a part of the
or more per week and only use the
teaching load.
equipment for only fifteen hours?
You also termed the HPER
It is time that the
statement
as a dramatic farce .
administration be truthful to the
It's
evident
you have not read the
state. It is time that they stop
misleading the students and statement, for you will not find
educate them for the 1970's not the any falsehoods · in it. (Which is
1870's. It is time that the state of something you may find
Washington investigate this refreshing.)
There is not a coach here who
outlandish acquisition under
wants
to give up coaching, but how
suspect motives.
can
you
coach with no control " .. .1he college cannot" be in a
position of training for yesterday. there's your farce!
.. Also, the coaches asked to be
.. ." BUT THEY ARE!!!
reassigned
to teaching duties
Ed Woodell
because of the lack of
administrative backing . They did
not threaten to re.sign.
Editor :
I suggest that from here on in
The duty of the social innovator you be sure you know what you are
transcends the personal or the talking about, because, frankly,
private-his allegiance must and Sheila, your ignorance is showing.
is to the people.
,
Vicki Bodker
He works for system change, not ED. NOTE: And I .suggest, Miss
system maintenance. He walks Bodker, that you reread both my
beon pettism and bureaucracy, he editorial and Dr. Leighton's
leads the social forces onward statement. It was he, not I, who
toward the impossible drea.m-a said the coaches were hired
government of the people, by the I primarily for instruction.
people, for the people.
He offers free~om for all- the !
freedom of equality- as the basis
I would remind Anne Montague
of the more advanced freedom of
that
as in Cuba in such workers'
opportunity.
He knows inner fulfillment of paradises as Stalin's Russia , and
the individual - and all Mao' s China all the people have
individuals- can come about only jobs. Often not of their own
after all are freer from the choice, nor location, but since the
universal needs of s ubsistence people are only a commodity this
drives, and all can gain the same is a minor detail. After all .. . ..
In addition they are all, I am
high quantity and quality of social
sure,
most happy to volunteer
services (health , educa tion ,
their
day
off for extra work since
welfare ).
do
so is about the easiest
failure
to
Then he knows everyone is truly
free ' to do their own thing.' safe in way to become an 'enemy of the
the knowledge a nd a bunda nce of state.'
They also don't have to hother
f ra t er na l
soc ia l- e con o mi c
a
bout
such dirty ole' capitalistic
progress.
Gar y Leigh Miller tricks a s habeas corpus. They

Clasp Hands

g~ve . _this right away. This
s1mphf1es things considerably in
that the state can now arrest jail
~nd
hold
the
pe~ s o~
mc?mmunicado for as. long as it is
de_s1rable without being charged
with any crime. I suppose the
re~soning is that if they were not
guilty they wouldn 't have been
arrested in the first place.
They do have trials however.
Conducted always by so-called
·~eop~e~ courts' where they have
s_1mphf1ed things even further _
httle or no defense is allowed.
In Germany, between 1933 and
1945, the people had all the above
advantages. The people also had a
Castro and a Che Gue'Vara all
rolled into one. His name was
Hitler.
. Hopefully, before she suffocates
!" her own oral vomit, somewhere
in. the educational processes Anne
will come to realize she lives in
one of the few countries which will
tolerate her.
A.O. Harlan

Image Hurt
Editor :
F rom a taxpayer's viewpoint
the clenched fis t controversy ha!
caused more damage to the image
of Eastern than any other issue in
the school's history.
If intelligent college students
cannot. settle this fu ss, the n it
appears, the college is a breeder
of hate not respect, wasting the
taxpayer's money , should be
closed down , boarded up and sold
to the highest bidder.
Martin Billesbach

So WE Said .
Do you know what we said when
t he ani t qu ated , o u t da te d ,
outmoded, tired and overworked
student computer broke down on
F
? ebruary 17, 18, 19 and 20? ? ?. ? ?
. ??

We said: Ah, SHUCK! !
Maralyn Latham

Hits Editorial

When you know
it's for keeps
All your sharing ,
all your spec ial memories
will be foreve r
.
syr;,bolized by your
diamond engagement ring .
If the name
Keepsake is in the ring
and on the tag ,
you are assured of
fine quality and
lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond
is flawless
of superb color

and

precise modern cut .

Your Keepsake Jeweler
has a choice selection
of many lovely styles.
He's listed in
the yellow pages
under " Jewelers."
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Mayo.r Rescinds Firing
Of Chief of Police Berg

Wed., Mar. 4, 1970

Cheney Mayor George Fisher
rescinded on order Friday
dismissing Police Chief George
Berg.
Fisher's action came after
Cheney residents packed the city
council meeting, Tuesday, to
protest Berg's dismissal as police
chief.
In rescinding the order, Fisher
said information showing that
Berg was unable to perform his
duties was found to be not true.
The original dismissal order
said Berg was physically unfit to
perform the duties of his office.
Last July Berg had discovered he
had a coronary problem and will
require open heart surgery. The
surgery will take place next
month.
But as of now, said Berg in an
interview before the dismissal
was rescinded, I am only limited
by an inability to walk great
distances because of a lack of
oxygen in ·my legs. But my duties
are administrative, not patrol. I
am not required to walk great
distances ."
During the council meeting

Committee
Nears End of
Class Critique

LIBERTY LAKE ICE BREAK UP promised some hope for the dawning of spring last week before winter
returned with its usual supply of hazardous traffic, snow and cold. (Photo by Hal Blegen)

Home Econ Majors Get Change
To Help Low Income Families
campus," Miss Shollenburg said.
.
"We felt t.hat they were living in a
families with the . problems of
somewhat ideal situation there
home management by assisting
and
ought to supplement their
professional homemakers is being
.residence
experience with a
provided for uppercla ss women
majoring in home economics chance · to see some of the
through the Spokane Office of the management problems families
State Department of Public on low incomes have. So we
arranged for them to spend some
Assistance.
.
Professional homemakers are t~me with a professional
provided by the office of public homemaker working in the homes
assistance to faini1ies who need of needy families facing a crisis
help resolving a serious family · situation.''
The crisis is often the physi~al
crisis, Bertha A. Shollenburg,
assistant professor of home illness or an emotional problem of
a family member which requires
economics, said. ·
"Providing field work with the homemaker to help out with
homemakers gives· state agencies the children or the housework,
and institutions a chance to Miss Shollenburg said. In other
cooperate in securing a learning cases the homemaker serves as a
experience for students," Miss sounding board for a family torn
Shollenburg said, "and gives by conflict or works with a family
students a chance for some on ways of improving the use of
{>ractical experience outside the their limited resources.
The homemakers are specially
classroom.' '
Begun last fall, the program is trained in the skills of home
a.,art of the course work for an management and work closely
advanced class 10 home with state case workers, the
management required of all home assistant professor added. Their
economics-education majors at role does not require a college
degree, but does, as one student
Eastern.
"Women majoring in home observed," require that the
management have previously homemaker know something
served a six-week residence in the about everything."
At the end of each quarter the
home management house on
A chance to help low income

students are required to submit a
report of their visit. Last quarter
the nine participants were
unanimous in their support of the
program and enthusiastic about
the opportunities it gave them to
help and to observe.

A class evaluation in t he form of
a course critique is finally a near
reality on Eastern's campus.
according to Bob Van Schoorl,
Associated Students president.
The critique ha s been in various
stages of development since 1967
ai:id ha failed to function twice. It
was not until this year that the
new three-instructor, five-studen t
committee was able to formulate
a tentative ample question sheet.
Members of the committee
include Dr . Eugene Fletcher of
the ed ucation department, Major
Jame Snyder of mil.i tary science,
Art Reit ch of the business
department and student~ Mark
Lobdell, Norm Ogden, Jerry Ford,
Clint Hill. and Bob Van Schoorl.
Objectives of the critique are as
follows: (I) To provide students
with information about courses
and instructors to better enable
them to select courses which meet
their educational objectives. (2)
To further the objective of
excellence in teaching as specified
in the college's mission statement . .
" We hope to get the question
sheet into some classrooms spring
quarter," Van Schoorl said. " In
the classroom we can ' determine
the validity of the questions. If
they prove acceptable," he
continued, " the critique could be
out for general use as soon as next
fall ."

former councilman Orvel Allen
told the mayor Berg's hospital
expenses would have been
convered by Policeman 's
compensation if the mayor had
delayed firing him for another
week. " If you won't reconsider
your firing him, then I guess I 'll
see you in court," Allen said ,
shaking his fist in emotion.

Stage Crew
Is Sought
Rober t E. Moe , General
Manager of the Coeur d' Alene
Summer Theatre, will hold
auditions in Cheney during the
fourth week of this month for
singers. dancers , actors ,
musicians and technicians who
are interested in joining the
company for the 1970 season.
Moe, a high-school teacher who
lives in San Clemente , California,
will be traveling over the Western
part of the United States during
the third and fourth weeks in
March in order to interview
applicants for the highly-reputed
theatrical company that resides in
Coeur d' Alene each summer.
Anyone who is interested in
applying should send a resume to
Moe before March 15 so that he
can schedule the auditions . His
address in San Clemente is 920
West Palizade.
Four musicals-"Hello, Dolly,"
"Oliver," "Guys and Dolls" and
"Man of LaMancha." - will be
produced in rt:pertory from July 3
through September 6. Rehearsals
start June 15.
The 16 company members, who
in the past years have come from
all parts of the United States,
receive room and board and a
small salary for their services.
Said Moe, " This is the sixth year
for repertory surpmer theatre in
Coeur d' Alene. Each year it has
become more and more
successful. Last year the group
played to more than 6,000 people in
the 190-seat theatre."
Alumni of Coeur d' Alene
Summer Theatre who are now in
New York working professionally
include John McEvoy, now with
the Winged Victory Singers; his
wife, Suzanne Dundas ; Jan
Hantzsche, originally from San
Francisco; and Doug Houston.

P,of Recital
Set Ton.i ght
H. Bruce Trinkle, visiting
assistant profeBSor of music,
will be presented In a piano
recital tonight.
The 8: 15 program In
Showalter Auditorium.is free.
The program will Include
works by Beetbove~, Bra~ms,
Ravel and Barber.

OH THAT DAMN COMPUTER! Breakdowns in the computer forced a hand count of the 1,300 ballots cast in
t~e Associated Students final elections Wednesday and Thursday. Tired computer substitutes are, from left,
Cathy Merrill, Ron Hunter, Win Paulson and Margie Salisbury.
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